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ABSTRACT

Boreal forest archaeology is costly and difficult because of rugged terrain, the

remote nature of much of the boreal areas, and the large expanses of muskeg. As a result

of these conditions, northern areas have not been subjected to the same amount of

fieldwork as the plains regions. What research has been done has largely focused on the

major waterways. The neglect of research in northern Saskatchewan has left researchers

with many gaps in the archaeological knowledge of the north.

A rare set of environmental circumstances left a region of Brabant Lake devoid

of vegetation and organic soils. This exposed a series of archaeological sites on the

surface and presented an excellent research opportunity to study archaeology in an area

of which little was known.. This thesis is the result of three seasons of survey and

excavation in this region.

The Brabant region has been shown to have a rich culture history extending back

to the Early Side-Notched era. A series of recoveries from deep into the clay at one site

hints at a much earlier occupation, however no diagnostic artifacts were recovered.

Diagnostic recoveries from Early Taltheilei, Laurel, and Selkirk are identified, as is

extensive post-contact use of the area.

The exposed nature of the archaeological sites also yielded a wealth of

information regarding site distribution and land use. These data may be used to enhance

predictive modelling and research sampling strategies in other boreal areas.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Brabant Lake is located in the Sisipuk Plain landscape area of the Churchill

River Upland ecoregion, in the Boreal Shield ecozone (Acton et al. 1998) in north

central Saskatchewan between 55° 55' and 56° 10' N, and 103° 38' to 103° 47' W

(Figure 1.1). The lake is 65 kilometres north of Trade Lake which makes up a part of

the Churchill River, and is 50 kilometres southwest of Deep Bay on Reindeer Lake.

Brabant Lake is 361.2 metres above sea level, and has a clay bottom (Johnston 1968:8).

The area of focus for this thesis is Doerksen Bay, which makes up the southern

portion of Brabant Lake (Figure 1.2). In the following pages, brief summaries are given

of the physiological, and ecological characteristics of Brabant Lake, as well as a review

of archaeological research completed to date in northern Saskatchewan.

In 1987, a forest fire burned the west side of Doerksen Bay killing all of the

vegetation in its path. In 1995, another forest fire came through the area and killed off

all the recovering vegetation and the burned deadfall left by the previous fire. This

second fire left behind a barren, hummocky expanse of frost-heaved clay and exposed

bedrock out-croppings. In clearing the area of vegetation, the fires also exposed

numerous archaeological sites.

These sites were subsequently discovered by the members of the McKenzie

family who use Doerksen Bay, and other areas of Brabant Lake, for hunting, fishing

and trapping. Doerksen Bay has been home to the McKenzie family for generations.

The family's current elder generation was born and raised in the southern regions of

Brabant Lake. The abandoned cabins and old refuse piles that are scattered throughout

this area testify to the extensive occupation of this remote area. The latest generations

of the family now live in Stanley Mission, La Ronge, and in various other parts of

Saskatchewan and Manitoba, but they still use Doerksen Bay extensively for hunting
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a lightly loaded 20 horsepower motor), by float plane (potentially dangerous due to the

number of shoals), or by canoe (a three day trek from Stanley Mission). Despite the

contemporary difficulties and length of journey to Doerksen Bay, archaeological and

historical evidence illustrates that the area has been used extensively for thousands of

years.

The primary focus of this thesis is to develop the culture history of Doerksen

Bay. Three seasons of post-fire archaeological exploration and excavation have yielded

an abundance of data that can offer clues regarding the movements of people through

the area, their resource exploitation strategies, and cultural affiliations. The chapters

deal with archaeological time periods beginning with the Middle Forest period,

continuing on through the Woodland and Fur Trade periods. The results of excavations

and survey are discussed along with the recovery of diagnostic artifacts. Radiocarbon,

blood residue, and ceramic lipid analysis results are presented in an effort to establish

the culture chronology of the area and to give a hint as to what the life of the precontact

inhabitants entailed.

1.2 Theoretical Background

In recent years, archaeology has evolved from presenting laundry-lists of

artifacts and interpreting diagnostic recoveries, to complex scientific studies requiring

backgrounds in physics, geology, chemistry, botany, zoology and statistics. As a

result, researchers can offer clues about which groups occupied certain areas, what

season they were hunting, what they were cooking in their ceramic vessels, where any

exotic lithic materials came from, what plants were being used, and what parts of a site

were used for specific activities. Students have been urged to embrace these new

techniques and apply them to their own research to further the field of archaeology. In

the evolution of the new archaeology, the roots of archaeological research can often be
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forgotten.

Much of the precontact Canadian culture history is still unknown, particularly

in the north. Research has been sparse in northern areas because of the elevated costs

of doing research in remote areas. More money has to be set aside for transportation,

food, communication and accommodation, leaving little in the budget for analysis and

research. In such areas, it is important to first define who the precontact inhabitants

were, and what their relationships were to other groups around them, before delving

into the more intricate aspects of their daily lives through various scientific analyses

available today. This is commented on by Richards and Rousseau:

Archaeological studies in many parts of Canada are still at the stage of constructing

culture-historical sequences, Such frameworks are necessary before specific research

problems can be properly and adequately addressed within their respective temporal

and cultural contexts (Richards and Rousseau 1987:4).

Culture historical studies are primarily achieved through the identification of

diagnostic artifacts that are attributable to specific time periods. The efficacy of using

diagnostic artifacts is contingent on the fact that these artifacts are thought not to have

changed dramatically in spite of spatial andlor temporal distance from the culture's

heartland. This theory was first proposed by V. Gordon Childe who specifically

thought pottery, ornaments, and burial rites were the most useful in this quest as they

reflect stylistic pre~erences, and perhaps spiritual ideals, rather than pure functionality

(Trigger 1989: 171). Childe recognized that looking for diagnostics alone would not

provide a complete picture of prehistoric life:

While diagnostic artifacts might serve to define an archaeological culture, they did not

suffice to describe it. For that purpose every artifact was relevant. Childe was

interested in viewing archaeological cultures not simply as collections of traits but

also as a means of providing an ethnographic interpretation of how specific groups

had lived in prehistoric times (Trigger 1989: 172).
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The culture-historical approach has been employed in this thesis primarily to

underscore the importance of identifying diagnostic artifacts. This approach also

allows for the interpretation of daily life through the identification of other, non

diagnostic artifacts that are often found on the living floors of precontact habitation

sites.

The focus of this thesis is to synthesize the archaeological and historical data

for an area about which little is known, utilizing data from the archaeological record

and data garnered from.the contemporary and postcontact use of the area. This thesis

provides a descriptive exploratory investigation and study of the Doerksen Bay area

based on the results of 1998 and 1999 fieldwork. Gibbon (1984:79) describes

exploratory investigation studies as being "simple summaries and empirical

generalizations." It is through the use of ethnographic analogy that this study will take

on the "playful model building" (Gibbon 1984:79) that characterizes this type of

investigation.

Descriptive studies are generally not hypothesis-based, and generally focus on

trying to determine the nature of archaeological resources present in a defined area.

The goal of descriptive studies is the "systematic description and classification of a

sample of the archaeological record" (Gibbon 1984:77). The 1997-8 sampling and

excavation strategies focused on maximizing information from each site, and as a result

are suitable for this type of study. Descriptive studies are common and appropriate for

the initial stages of investigation in a region such as Doerksen Bay (Gibbon 1984).

1.3 The Environment

1.3.1 Geology

Brabant Lake is a large, shallow lake with many rocky reefs. The bedrock on
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the west side of Doerksen Bay is Precambrian in origin, and is part of the Kisseynew

Gneiss rock group which is dominated by a coarse grained, garnet biotite gneiss

(Johnston 1968:15). Topography is fairly uniform within the study area, and is

characterized by long, parallel ridges, separated by low areas which are commonly

swampy. The study area is characterized by the most rugged topography in the region.

Topographic relief varies from 30 metres in the north portion of the lake, to up to 50

metres in the south which includes the study area. The rugose nature of the southern

region may have been influenced by its proximity to various branches of the Stanley

Fault zone, a fault that begins in the north end of Kelley Lake, and extends as far south

as Lac La Ronge (Johnston 1968:8). Acton et al. (1998:61) offer a succinct

chronology of the formative processes that created the current topography of the

Brabant area. As a reult, the southeast sides of the ridges are usually much steeper than

the northwest.

The hills comprise a complex series of ridges, valleys, and shallow basins that

are largely a reflection of folding, faulting, and fracturing of the bedrock. Other ridges

and valleys are related to differential erosion of the various rock units. Much of this

occurred in the vast period of time prior to glaciation as the former mountains eroded

to a peneplain. The glacial ice completed the process by scouring out low-lying areas,

especially in zones of more easily eroded rock, thus enhancing the relief. The ice also

smoothed and polished the faces and crests of resistant bedrock knobs and hills, while

simultaneously plucking rock from the lee sides (Johnson 1968).

1.3.2 ~Iacial History

Evidence of past glaciers is perhaps most easily seen in the water bodies in the

Brabant Lake region. Lakes are typically long and narrow, oriented northeast to

southwest, and mirror the direction of glacial movement, specifically of the Keewatin

ice sheet (Fung 1999: 13). The Cree Lake Moraine is a glacial feature north of the
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Brabant area, with the mid-portion of the large end moraine spanning Saskatchewan

between 56° and 58° N, and extending into both Manitoba and Alberta. Deposits of

sandy glacial till are found sporadically throughout the Brabant area, particularily in

the flat or depressed areas between ridges (Hanna 1998, Acton et al. 1998:62).

A series of exposed former beach ridges in various places along Brabant Lake

indicates that the lake previously had a much higher water level. These ancient beach

ridges most likely coincided with the northwest corner of Glacial Lake Agassiz

between 6000 and 8000 years ago (Hanna and Pentney 1999:2). The presence of

Glacial Lake Agassiz is also suggested by the glaciolacustrine clays found in the area

(Acton et al. 1998:62). It is thought that the glaciers had retreated from northern

Saskatchewan by approximately 9,500 years ago (Beak 1989:5.107)

1.3.3 Climate

Saskatchewan's climate is influenced by weather arriving from the northwest or

southwest; however, the prevailing winds are from the west. Arctic high pressure

ridges maintain the mostly clear and cold winter conditions. The Churchill River

upland maintains the highest average of annual precipitation in the province at 528

millimetres, 177 centimetres of which falls as snow. Temperatures range from an

average in July of 16°C degrees to -24°C in January (Acton et al. 1998:62). The

general area is known to have patches of permafrost, and is characterized by a subarctic

climate in the dry-subhumid moisture region (Lundqvist 1999:95, 97). Table 2.1

summarizes the climatological characteristics of the northern boreal forest and the

Brabant Lake area (Lundqvist 1999).

Table 1.1: Climate Statistics for the Brabant Lake Region

Minimum Temperature -52 degrees Centigrade
Maximum Temperature 40 degrees Centigrade

Average Annual Temperature Range 38 degrees Centigrade
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Annual Mean Temperature -2 degrees Centigrade
Number of Days -30 degrees or Colder 48

Average Frost Free Days 130
Average First Fall Frost September 7

Average Last Spring Frost May 30
Annual Mean Precipitation 500mm

Percent of Precipitation that Falls as Rain 66%
Mean Annual Snowfall 177 cm

Snow as Percent of Annual Precipitation 32%
(Lundqvlst 1999)

1.3.4 Flora

The flora of the Brabant Lake area is dominated by coniferous forest, but

patches of mixedwood forest are also common. Black spruce (Picea mariana) and jack

pine (Pinus banksiana) are the most common species, while tamarack (Larix laricina),

balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), white

spruce (Picea glauca), and white birch (Betula papyrifera) are also found in lesser

numbers (Thorpe 1999: 134, Acton et al. 1998:map). The boreal forest is also thick

with shrub, wildflower and herbaceous plants which were utilized to varying extents by

aboriginal populations. Some example of these plants and their potential uses are

summarized in Appendix 1.

Wildfires playa very important role in the floral environment of the northern

boreal forest. Fires will burn the same area in 25 to 50 year intervals, thus promoting

forest renewal, and are the most common forms of natural disturbance. Most of the

plant species have adaptive mechanisms geared towards the speedy revegetating of a

burned region. Some examples of this include the releasing of seeds from cones of

jack pine (Pinus banksiana) and black spruce (Picea mariana), and the ease and

distance of wind transport of seeds from species such as fireweed (Epilobium

angustifolium) (Thorpe 1999: 134). The importance of forest fires is perhaps best

illustrated in a book entitled Reaching North: A Celebration of the Subarctic: "Like the

mythical Phoenix bird that rises anew from its funeral pyre, a new forest, in time, rises
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from the ashes of destruction, its soil enriched, its vigor restored, and its floral and

faunal diversity greatly enhanced" (Bastedo 1998: 173-4).

The immediate study area had been severely impacted by forest fires in 1987

and 1995. The vegetation was just beginning to recover from the second fire, thus

inviting a look at the succession of vegetative species in burned environments.

Vegetation seemed to recover the most quickly along the water's edge. Often thick

hedges of willows (Salix spp.), both speckled and green alders (Alnus rugosa and Alnus

crispa), dwarf birch (Betula pumila), sweet gale (Myrica gale), choke and pin cherries

(Prunus virginiana and Prunus pennsylvanica) , and prickly rose (Rosa acicularis) will

form a barrier between the water's edge and the still mostly barren inland areas.

Berries found in the study area are abundant, especially in light of the recent

forest fires. Raspberries (Rubus idaeus) are the most abundant in the areas burned by

both fires; oftentimes the raspberry bushes were growing directly out of the clay bed,

with little or no soil development. Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium), common

yarrow (Achillea millefolium), bastard toad flax (Geocaulon lividum), prickly rose

(Rosa acicularis), and various sedge and grass species were also very common

throughout the twice-burned areas. Blueberries (Vaccinium myrtilloides) were also

common in the terrain that had been burned only in the first fire. Accompanying the

blueberries were the beginnings of what will be a thick moss layer, typical of boreal

regions. In some parts of the 1984-only impacted area the moss layer was already ten

or more centimetres thick.

Several aquatic plants are also present in the Doerksen Bay area. Some of these

include common cattail (Typha latifolia), Fries' pondweed (Potamogetonfriesi),

hornwort (Ceratophyllum demersum), spiked water-milfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum),

and small yellow pond-lily (Nuphar variegatum). Wild rice (Zinzania), an introduced
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species, was also present in calm, shallow bays in the southern end of Doerksen Bay.

1.3.5 Fauna

Faunal life in the boreal forest of Saskatchewan is diverse, but it is in the

Churchill River upland where the mammal populations are the most dense (Acton et Al

1998:68). Large mammals include moose (Alces alces), woodland caribou (Rangifer

tarandus) and occasionally barrenground caribou (Rangifer groenlandicus) , mule deer

(Odocoileus hemionus), black bear (Ursus americanus) and gray wolves (Canis lupus).

Medium mammals found in the Brabant Lake area include beaver (Castor canadensis),

porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum), coyote (Canis latrans), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), lynx

(Lynx lynx), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), wolverine (Gulo gulo), river otter

(Lutra canadensis) and muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus). Small mammals represented in

the area include various species of shrew (Scoricidae), snowshoe hare (Lepus

americanus), four varieties of bats, least chipmunk (Eutamius minimus), woodchuck

(Marmota monax), red and northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus), deer mouse

(Peromyscus maniculatus), meadow jumping mouse (Zapus princeps), three varieties

of vole (Microtus spp.), northern bog lemming (Synaptomys borealis), marten (Martes

americana), fisher (Martes pennanti), ermine (Mustela ermina), least weasel (Mustela

nivalus) and mink (Mustela vision) (Wapple 1999: 139-142).

Amphibious' species present in the area are dominated by frogs including the

boreal chorus frog (Pseubarcris triseriata), northern leopard frog (Rana pipiens), wood

frog (Rana sylvatica), and Canadian toad (Bufo hemiophrys). The red-sided garter

snake (Thamnophis sirtalis parietalis) is the only snake species present (Didiuk

1999: 143-144).

Birds are plentiful in the Brabant area, especially in the summer when many
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species of migratory waterfowl return for spring nesting. In and 1965 avifaunal

surveys were conducted in various areas of Reindeer Lake (Nero 1967:9). These

surveys resulted in the identification of 80 species of birds in the Saskatchewan

portions of the lake. Of these 80 species, five are thought to be transient species that

do not breed near the lake (Nero 1967: 17). Therefore, the total of bird species found in

the Brabant area is approximately 179. Of these species only seven winter in the area

but breed elsewhere, 43 are purely migratory species and only stop for short periods of

time between their breeding and wintering grounds, 109 species breed in the area but

winter in other locales, and only 19 species both breed and winter in the area. There

are three bird species in the area that are threatened and vulnerable. They are the

peregrine falcon, the short~eared owl, and the Caspian tern (Smith 1999: 145-150). The

Churchill River Upland boasts the "...second highest concentration of nesting bald

eagles in North America..." (Padbury and Acton 1999: 161). Table 2.2 summarizes the

use of the Brabant area by birds

Table 1.2: Summary of Avifaunal Presence on Brabant Lake

Nature of Presence Total Number of Species
Migrating 43
Breeding 109

Breeding and Wintering 19
Wintering 7

(Smith 1999)

Several avifaunal species were extensively used as food resources in the boreal

forest. Ducks, geese, swans, grouse and pigeons were documented as being hunted by

both fur traders as well as aboriginal communities (Froehlich 2001:29). Fur traders

also noted the consumption of pelicans by aboriginal people, and observed that the fat

from the birds was often saved for the winter months (Houston and Street 1959:38).

The feathers of both bald and golden eagles were (and still are) coveted and used in

clothing and regalia.
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Fish are very important food resources for people residing in the north. The

dominant species found in Brabant Lake is the northern pike (Esox lucius), but lake

trout (Salvelinus nanaycush) is also harvested from the neighboring Kelly Lake. In

surrounding lakes burbot (Lota Iota), sucker (Catostomus commersoni), lake whitefish

(Prosopium cyclindraceum), walleye (Stizostedium vitreum vitreum), yellow perch

(Percaflavescens), arctic grayling may also be present (Thymallus

arcticus)(Merkowsky 1999: 154).

1.4 Methodologies

1.4.1 In The Field

Methodologies employed in the field were geared towards maximizing data

recovery because of the short duration of our field season. Due to the exposed nature

of the sites in the study area subsurface shovel testing was not deemed necessary. Site

survey was conducted simply by walking in a random manner and examining the

ground. This proceedure was followed both near the shoreline, and along the high

ridges located further inland. Located sites and features were demarcated with flagging

tape. This method proved quite successful as 33 sites were discovered in a very small

research area. The sites ranged from multi-occupational habitation sites to quarry sites

to isolated artifact finds.

Prior to trowel excavation the vegetation (mostly willow and alder re-growth)

was cleared from the area surrounding the initial find-area. Careful observation while

walking helped determine the spatial extent of surface artifacts. Features and artifact

clusters were marked and mapped, and excavation units were located with a theodolite

transit from a central site datum. Units were placed in a 2x2 m grid for surface
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collecting, and were further subdivided into lxl mar 50x50 cm quadrants as necessary

for excavation. Excavation units were positioned to ensure that the surficial pottery

concentrations were excavated, and a representative number of features were examined

and excavated. The collection of the pottery was deemed essential as it was being

destroyed by exposure to the elements.

Two centimetre levels were used in excavation in an effort to demarcate the

cultural stratigraphy as recommended by Reid (1988: 199). Attempting to interpret the

stratigraphy proved pointless, however, as its mixed context became evident. All

matrix was screened in a set of nested sieves with apertures of 6mm and 4mm.

Hearth features were excavated and screened in the beginning of the season.

The extremely high concentration of bone in the hearth matrices made this effort very

time consuming and inefficient. It was decided that the hearths would be sectioned,

and 1/4 of each hearth would be collected for later sorting in the lab.

1.4.2 In The Lab

All artifacts were washed with the exception of pottery and metal objects which

were dry-brushed. The bulk hearth samples, yielding abundant quantities of bone,

were screened under a fume hood due to the amount of ash and dust. The samples

were sorted by 6mm and 4mm screens, and different different artifact types were

separated from the faunal remains.

The lithic artifacts were separated into shatter, flakes, unifacial tools, bifacial

tools, and cores. All lithic tools were subjected to metric analysis, the results of which

are presented in Appendix 1. Ceramic artifacts were separated into rim, neck,

shoulder, body, and basal sherds. The surface finish, decorative attributes, and the

presence of any remaining food residue were noted. Reconstruction was attempted on
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all pottery, and resulted in the identification of many specific vessels. All discussions

of pottery will be henceforth done in reference to specific vessels. Post-contact

artifacts were researched and identified.

1.4.3 Faunal Identification

Faunal identification and analysis was completed by Laurie Froehlich, a

graduate student at the University of Saskatchewan. The classification scheme used to

categorize the numerous mammalian species present was first devised by Dyck and

Morlan (1995: 140). Table 1 summarizes the division of mammals presented by Dyck

and Morlan.

Table 1.3: Divisions of Mammal Classification

Size Weight Examples
I <IOOg mice, voles, least chipmunk

2
100-700 g

ground squirrels, northern pocket gopher

3 700-5000 g
rabbits, hares, muskrat, foxes, marten, fisher, some

badgers, striped skunk

4 5-25 kg
beaver, porcupine, some dogs, coyote, some badgers,

wolverine, river otter
5 25-200 kg Wolf, some dogs, deer, pronghorn
6 200-700 kg moose, wapiti, bison

Taken from (Dyck and Morlan 1995: 140)

1.4.4 Inter- and Intra-Site Distributions

An anthropological archaeology approach is taken in this thesis with regard to

the current distribution of extant campsites and resource uses in the Doerksen Bay area.

Ethnographic analogy is used to infer prehistoric land use with regard to seasonal camp

locations and resource use. Hole and Heizer's (1973: 312) guidelines for using

anthropological inference will be followed:
1): The shorter the time gap between a precontact site and the living site,
the more likely that the inference will be a reliable one.
2) Analogies can only be accurate when made between groups from the
same sociocultural level (i.e. from one band-level society to another).
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3) Analogies can only be drawn between societies that have similar
subsistence economies.
4) The closer the societies are spacially to each other, the stronger the
analogy is.
5) Spoken language is of little importance when drawing analogy.
6) The conservative or radical nature of culture change of the subject
society should be noted.

The intra-site distribution of artifacts is used to infer the different activity areas

and the general site type (e.g. habitation site, kill site, quarry etc). For example, an

abundance of hearths rich with bone may be indicative of a habitation area whereas

bone found scattered across an area may be indicative of a processing site.

Furthermore, high concentrations of small retouch flakes may indicate that a stone tool

was re-sharpened in a particular area, whereas an abundance of primary reduction

flakes and large-sized debitage may be indicative of a tool manufacturing area

(Pentney 1996).

1.4.5 Illustrations

Several of the artifacts are presented in this thesis as hand-drawn illustrations.

This was done because the illustrations showed more detail of the artifacts than the

photographs did. All of the artwork was provided by Carrie Allen of Saskatoon.

1.5 Summary

The main goal of this thesis is to establish a culture chronology of the Doerksen

Bay area. This is the essential first step in archaeological research in a new area. Once

the presence of an archaeological entity is confirmed, its relationship to similar cultures

in the surrounding areas is assessed.
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2.0 Ethnographic and Archaeological Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the recent cultural background of the inhabitants of

Brabant Lake, and the history of archaeological research in northern Saskatchewan.

The ethnographic background describes the function of community and family

structure, and how it relates to a group's spatial distribution across, and use of, the

landscape. Attention has been given to the initial founding of the Stanley Mission

community as this community is essential to understanding the post contact era

movement of people through Brabant Lake. This information has been applied to the

interpretations of post-contact era use of Doerksen Bay.

The history of archaeological investigations illustrates the extent to which

northern Saskatchewan has been studied archaeologically, and provides information on

the amount of data available to researchers. The cultural data gleaned from these

investigations provides the foundation for the culture history of northern Saskatchewan

presented here, and in later chapters.

2.2 Ethnographic Background

The south end of Brabant Lake is occupied seasonally by members of the

extended McKenzie family. The eldest generation of siblings and their children and

grandchildren use the area for trapping, fishing, hunting, and recreation. These people

are Crees, members of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band. In the recent past, families

based in Stanley Mission lived out on their trap lines and returned to the community for

holidays such as Easter and Christmas (Hanna and Pentney 1999). The Stanley

Mission kinship pattern emulates that of Helm's (1968) regional band, which is

composed of members who have either affinal or consanguineal ties to each other. The
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members of the regional band periodically gather together. Rogers also illustrates this

practice in the example of Cree and Ojibwa groups in northern Ontario:

In order to gain a livelihood in this rather harsh environment, the people remained

scattered for most of the year, only congregating, as a rule, during the summer

months. At this time, they met at a convenient fishing locality on the shores of one of

the major lakes, such as Caribou, Weagamow, or Windigo. Not all families

assembled each year at the same lake, but occasionally individual families visited

relatives at another summer encampment. Fishing was important during this period.

At the same time, hares were snared, and waterfowl and grouse were secured. Near

the end of summer, berries were collected (1969:28).

Meyer and Thistle (1995:406) state that the periodic gathering of hunter

gathering groups occurs in all areas around the world where hunter-gatherers reside.

At the boreal forest gatherings, activities such as wedding ceremonies, religious

ceremonies, canoe building, trading, and the settlement of disputes took place. The

importance of these in-gatherings is noted:

Such face-to-face gatherings are clearly necessary to maintain the social, political, and

spiritual life of the local group...These aggregations are not simple gatherings of large

numbers of people; rather, they are complex events with social, spiritual, political, and

economic aspects and functions ...They are the means by which a sense of community,

of cultural oneness, is maintained (Meyer and Thistle 1995:406).

The fur traders were quick to pick up on the importance of the sites at which the

ingatherings took place. Many of the fur trade posts were established on or near these

sites to take advantage of the volume of Crees traveling to or through the area

(Meyer and Thistle 1995).

Leacock disagreed that this settlement pattern pre-dates the Fur Trade era.

Rather, from her research on the Montagnais-Naskapi Cree, she considered that it was

a byproduct of the fur trade. Leacock (1969:8) believed that the precontact hunting

patterns were vastly different, encompassing much larger areas of land, and perhaps
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even including other nearby groups of people. However, Meyer and Thistle (1995:407)

noted that there is evidence of these aggregations occurring away from the fur-trade

posts. Although this pattern was most likely influenced by the fur trade, and perhaps

altered from the precontact practices, the archaeological evidence suggests that a

similar form of ingathering occurred prior to European contact.

Meyer and Thistle (1995: 407-409) state that the 'regional band' is the most

recognizable unit of social organization. This band is defined as a group of people who

occupied a specific geographic area. In Meyer and Thistle's (1995) and Rogers' (1969)

articles, specific drainage basins are given as examples of a defined geographic area.

Rogers (1969:29) further defines the regional band's traditional territory as being

composed of the hunting areas of all of the smaller scattered hunting groups within the

larger band.

The hunting group is perhaps the next important social unit among the

aboriginal groups of Canada. This group consisted of 15 to 30 individuals who were

all related. These groups usually centered around one primary married couple and their

children's families (Meyer 1998:95; Smith 1981 :259). The hunting groups had a

home-base where food would be plentiful enough for a small group to subsist on for

several months (Meyer 1998: 101).

Each 'hunting group' or 'local band' is led by a charismatic individual who is

thought to have heightened religious powers (Smith 1981 :259). In addition to the

regular contributions to the group that was expected of all members, this person also

ministered to the sick, cared for the orphans, and organized feasts. He may also have

been involved in the settling of arguments (Rogers 1969:29). Rogers (1969:40)

explains that in areas where the hunting of barren-ground caribou was the main

subsistence, group leadership would have been stronger because such large scale
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hunting tactics require strong group leadership and cohesion. However, in other areas

where barren-ground caribou were not utilized the group leader had significantly less

authority.

Helm (1995:370) explains that marriage practices among the regional and local.

bands favour endogamy with a preference for cross-cousin partners. Rogers (1969:33)

agrees, stating: "Marriage tended to occur most frequently between members of

adjacent hunting groups. This practice was encouraged by cross-cousin marriage,

which seems to have been the preferred pattern". Membership in either the hunting

group or regional band was flexible. This was necessary in times of resource depletion

so individuals could move from one group to another to ease the strain on resources for

their primary group (Smith 1981 :259).

2.3 Culture Chronology

Cultural classification systems (taxonomic systems) are almost as numerous as

archaeological researchers. The task of assigning a particular archaeological culture to

a time period is complicated by regional variations and group expansion. Northern

Saskatchewan is particularily problematic as it represents an area influenced by

cultures originating from the northern transitional forest areas, eastern Canadian Shield,

and aspen parkland /prairie regions to the south. To date there is no taxonomic system

that reflects this diversity of influences. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 where

the diversity of cultures represented in northern Saskatchewan during the Middle

period is the most diverse.

Meyer (1995:54) has summarized the culture sequence for the Churchill River

region. This thesis uses his chronology as the base for the culture-sequence of the
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study area. The five periods identified are, from oldest to most recent, Paleo-Indian,

Middle, Taltheilei, Middle Woodland, and Late Woodland. The Paleo-Indian, Middle,

and Late Woodland periods are discussed as per Meyer (1995); however, a new

"Middle Forest Period" has been proposed to harmonize the mixed nature of Eastern

Woodland, Northern Plains, and Arctic influences found in northern Saskatchewan.

This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The following is a very brief overview of the

cultures thought to be present in the study area. Detailed reviews and discussions of

these groups are presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

The Churchill River region is thought to have been ice free, and to have had a

fully developed boreal forest environment by circa 8000 years ago (Meyer 1995:54).

Human extent of human presence for the research area during this time is not known,

and archaeological components from this period are sparse; however, projectile points

identified as belonging to Northern Agate Basin have been recovered (Meyer 1996).

The Middle Forest Period period began circa 6150 to 1300 years ago. This period

exhibits varied influences on the boreal areas in the presence of Early Side-notched,

McKean, Pelican Lake, Old Copper culture, Oxbow, Pre-Dorset, and Taltheilei.

People belonging to the Taltheilei tradition moved south into Saskatchewan as

far south as the Churchill River sometime around 3000 years ago. Taltheilei materials

were produced by a sub-arctic culture thought to have relied on barren-ground caribou

herds for their subsistence. The recognition of Taltheilei components is based

primarily on diagnostic projectile points which have been recovered from sites along

the Churchill River, along the Key Lake access road, and is well represented in private

collections in the Buffalo Narrows region (Meyer 1995:56).
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The Middle Woodland period is the next stage represented in northern

Saskatchewan, and is characterized by the first pottery to appear in the area. Appearing

in the Churchill Region circa A.D. 500, Laurel is well represented in northern

Saskatchewan. The time periods for Laurel and Taltheilei seem to overlap: "...while

peoples of Taltheilei culture remained in place in the upper Churchill basin, peoples of

Laurel culture had moved into the region downstream" (Meyer 1995:56).

Blackduck appears in the Churchill region circa A.D. 1000, although

components are sparse in Saskatchewan (Meyer 1995:56). This is the first

representative of the Late Woodland period. The hallmark of this period is globular,

round-bottomed ceramic vessel. The last precontact group to inhabit the study area

produced materials which are assigned to the Selkirk composite, ca A.D. 1100-1750.

This culture is similar to Blackduck in the presence of well-made, globular, thin

walled pottery. It is commonly thought that the rock paintings found in northern

Saskatchewan were created by peoples of the Selkirk composite (Meyer 1995:57, Jones

2001).

2.4 History of Archaeological Research in Northern Saskatchewan

The Brabant Lake area has seen very little in the way of archaeological

investigation. Prior to the Doerksen Bay investigations only one other site (GIMw-l)

had been recorded within the Borden Zone (see Chapter 3 for a discussion of this site).

GIMw-l is a pictograph site located on the west shore of Kelly Lake (Hanna 1997:8).

A summary of sites found during the 1997, 1998 and 1999 field seasons in the Brabant

Lake area will follow in Chapter 3. The following summary has largely been adapted

from Meyer (1995).
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The Churchill River has been the focus of several archaeological investigations

over the years. In 1960, James Brown conducted the first professional archaeological

survey on the Churchill River, focusing on northwestern Lac La Ronge and the

adjacent lakes and streams. In 1961, he worked his way north from Deschambault

Lake to the Sturgeon Weir River, then on to Frog Portage, Kettle and Nistowiak Falls

on the Churchill River, and then followed the Rapid River south back down to Lac La

Ronge (Meyer 1995:52). In 1962 Anthony Ranere and Gilbert Watson recorded four

sites in Kisis Channel in the Buffalo Narrows region. Rock paintings are also plentiful

along the Churchill and have been studied by Dewdney and Jones on several occasions

starting in 1962 (Meyer 1995:52-53).

In 1971, Forsman surveyed part of Prince Albert National Park, and, in 1976,

he put forth the results of surveys completed around Montreal Lake. The results of the

survey included the locating of several archaeological sites, the largest of which were

located right at the head of the Montreal River. From his findings Forsman (1976)

concluded that the area, while inhabited sporadically over thousands of years, had little

in-situ development, but rather was influenced by groups moving into the area who

brought their technology from elsewhere.

Methy Lake was investigated in 1971-72 by Donald Steer (1977:ii) who

focused on the Fur Trade aspect, and excavated La Loche House, and an HBC

Transport Depot. Minni (1976) worked at Black Lake from 1972-74, developing an

extensive culture history for the area. From the results of the survey she concluded that

Black Lake had been occupied discontinuously from 8000-7000 B.P. to the historic

time period including Paleoindian, Arctic Small Tool tradition, Taltheilei Shale

tradition, Pelican Lake complex, and Selkirk cultural materials.

Research was heightened on the Churchill River in 1974 when a hydroelectric
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dam was proposed for Wintego Rapids. The project, directed by Henry Epp and David

Meyer, focused on survey, although one site (the Trade Lake site) was excavated quite

extensively (Meyer 1995:53). In 1974, Drinking Lake, Keg Lake, Wintego Lake,

Wapuman Lake and Iskwatam Lake, all located along the Churchill River, were

surveyed. The Reindeer River was also surveyed (Meyer and Smailes 1975:15). The

study area was sampled by systematically selecting patches along the Churchill and

Reindeer Rivers to be surveyed (Meyer and Smailes 1975:31). Areas that were known

to be typically rich with archaeological recoveries were also surveyed intensively.

These areas included the confluence of the Reindeer and Churchill Rivers, Frog

Portage, and major rapids along the Rivers (Meyer and Smailes 1975:32).

In total, 133 sites were recorded in 1973, and 205 were recorded in 1974. A

few sites were already known in the area, thus bringing the total number of known sites

to 351 which is thought to be an unusually high concentration of sites (Meyer and

Smailes 1975:33).

In 1979, H.J. Brumbach studied recent archaeological sites in the Patuanak

region, including parts of the Churchill and Mudjatik Rivers (Brumbach et al. 1982).

J.F.V. Millar worked in the Buffalo Narrows region in the 1980s. The project included

survey, reconnaissance and excavation along the Kisis Channel. Only portions of this

work have been published.

At this time Wilson and Light (1980) surveyed the expanded boundaries of Lac

La Ronge Provincial Park, which included parts of the Churchill River from Otter

Rapids to Nistowiak Falls. Thirty-one sites were recorded including four fur-trade

posts and 22 precontact sites.

Also in 1979 and 1980, Meyer, Wilson and Klimko (1981) conducted a survey

along the Key Lake access road. During this survey, nine archaeological sites were
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discovered in the Churchill River section of the survey, 41 sites were discovered in the

Haultain River section, and four sites were located in the Mawdsley Lake to Key Lake

section. Test excavations were conducted at the McCallum site, and both the Near

Norbert site and Haultain River site were subjected to salvage excavation.

In the 1980s, the Nipawin Reservoir Heritage study was the primary

archaeological work conducted north of Saskatoon. Survey and assessment was

conducted in 1981, 1982 and 1983, and excavations continued on the project through

1985. This project resulted in the location of 261 heritage resources, but based on a

statistically valid sampling approach, the predicted number of archaeological sites was

378 +/- 181 (Finnigan et al. 1983:76). Phase two of the project involved site

assessment designed to gather information on the sites and aid in assigning a

significance rating for the sites. From the significance testing, 21 sites were deemed

significant enough to warrant detailed mitigation (Finnigan et al. 1983: 183).

In 1988, a survey was conducted near the Fork Lake Gold Mining project. A

total of 3.5 kilometres of an exploration road was subjected to pedestrian survey;

however, no sites were located (Millennium 1988, 1990). Amundson and David

Kelley of Millennium Heritage Resource Consultants Limited conducted two surveys

in the boreal forest region of Saskatchewan. The Island Falls to Points North area was

surveyed in 1990 for a proposed electric transmission line right-of-way which was to

cut across the midpoint of Doerksen Bay. In the initial environmental impact

assessment one area of high archaeological potential, and one area of medium potential

were identified on the northern tip of the large island in the southern portion of

Doerksen Bay. No sites were located during the survey of the area, despite the dense

concentration of sites that have since been found very close to the transmission line

right-of-way development. Interestingly, during the 1999 field season of this project,

we were joined by Krozier of Saskpower who, in light of the success of the 1998 field
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season of the Brabant project, undertook a post-impact assessment of the transmission

line development. Krosier's results echoed that of Amundson and Kelley with no

archaeological sites found.

A monitoring project was conducted in the Frog Portage area in 1989 by Meyer

(1995:53). In 1991, Western Heritage Services conducted a public archaeology project

at the Ice House site near Buffalo Narrows. The purpose of this project was to assess

the amount of damage that had been done to the site from pot-hunting activities, and to

protect the site from further disturbance (Meyer 1995:53).

In 1993, 1994 and 1995, Meyer and Frey investigated pictograph sites on

Reindeer Lake (Meyer and Frey 1994, 1995). While there in 1993, they photographed

the pictographs at the Thunderbird Bay site, and recorded and photographed a site in

the northern narrows of Stackhouse Bay. On their return trip in 1994, Meyer and Frey

located two additional pictograph sites, as well as two lithic scatters. One of the lithic

scatters yielded a broken Pre-Dorset knife and other tools. From these two surveys it

has become clear that Reindeer Lake holds the highest concentration of pictograph sites

(9 in total) in northern Saskatchewan (Meyer and Frey 1995:81, Meyer 1996).

Descriptions of these paintings, and a discussion as to the nature of Aboriginal rock art

can be found in Meyer (1996).

Site reconnaissance was conducted on Black Bear Island Lake in 1995 by

Hanna (1997). The McKay family invited her up to lexamine potential sites along the

family trap line. Hanna also documented traditional place names during this project.

The survey resulted in the locating of six archaeological sites. This same area, along

with a substantial portion of the Churchill River, was the focus of an earlier survey

designed to locate and record pictograph sites (Jones 1981).

In 1996, Western Heritage Consultants surveyed an area close to Schwartz Lake
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about 20 kilometres southwest of Brabant Village. The survey was done for a

realigned section of right-of-way, 1.3 kilometres in length, for Highway 102. One piece

of quartz debitage was recovered, and the site given the designation HaMx-l. After the

conclusion of the Schwartz Lake survey some of the crew members noticed two sites

where the Waddy River flows into the north end of Brabant Lake. Neither site

contained any diagnostic artifacts (Russell and Gibson 1998). Unfortunately, when

Highway 102 stemming from La Ronge and heading north to Southend on Reindeer

Lake was first constructed in the 1960s, archaeological survey was not required.

Undoubtedly many sites would have been discovered had the area been investigated

prior to road construction. Table 2.3 summarizes the sites found in the vicinity of the

study area

Table 2.3: Sites Located In The Immediate Brabant Lake Area

Borden Number Site Type Cultural Affiliation Year Reported
HaMw-1 Artifact Scatter unknown 1997
HaMw-2 Artifact Scatter unknown 1997
HaMx-1 Artifact Find unknown 1997
HbMw-I Multi Feature unknown pre-1980
GlNa-I Pictograph unknown pre-1980

Adapted from Russell and Gibson (1997).

2.5 Summary

The boreal forest of northern Saskatchewan is ecologically diverse. Many

species of birds, fish, mammals and plants thrive in the region, making it ideal for

human occupation. The resources available provide adequate to abundant materials for

building structures, food, medicines, clothing and transportation. The richness of the

area ecologically is reflected in the history of human occupation of the northern boreal

regions. Although significantly little research has been done in the north of

Saskatchewan, site recoveries have been substantial. This is particularly evident from

the results of the Wintego Rapids surveys conducted in 1973 and 1974.
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3.0 Results of Three Years of Survey and Excavation

3.1 Introduction

Hanna first explored the south-west side of Doerksen Bay in 1997. Before her

visit there was only one site recorded in the GIMw borden zone. This was a pictograph

site located on a rock-face on an island of Kelly Lake. This site has since been

discovered to have been reported on the wrong landform. The correct information was

submitted to the Heritage Resources Branch in Regina and resulted in changing the

borden designation from GIMw to GIMx borden zone and designating it as GIMx-l).

During Dr. Hanna's 1997 survey six new sites were discovered.

The 1998 field season yielded 12 new sites, and four (GIMw-2, 3, 4, and 5)

were excavated. In 1999, a crew returned again. This time 13 new sites were recorded,

and two (GIMw-6 and 10) were excavated. In total, seven habitation sites, four quarry

sites, one trading post, nine lithic reduction sites, three artifact scatters, and six isolated

artifact finds were reported over the three visits to the area (Figure 3.1). Appendix 2

summarizes the sites and their associated landforms.

A habitation site is characterized by large amounts of artifact recoveries and the

presence of features such as hearths. It is believed that these sites represent areas

where people were living, and are the focus of a group's utilization of an area.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the distribution of the sites throughout the study area.

It is important to note that many of these sites are well back from the water's edge,

sometimes as far back as 500m. Additionally, other than the fourteen sites located

directly on the shore, all of the other sites are located on the bedrock ridges. Areas of
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quarry and primary lithic reduction area, and area Four is a diffuse scatter of artifacts to

the south and west of the habitation area (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 10).

In Area One the hearth features were extremely prolific, and to include the

complete faunal analysis was far beyond the scope of this thesis. One hearth sample

was examined before it was submitted as a radiocarbon sample. This examination

revealed that 1283 bone fragments were in the sample and included fish, bird, and

small mammal elements. It should be noted that this sample was quite small, and the

other samples were large in comparison.

One half of a carved steatite bead was recovered from Hearth Feature 4. Bone

(GIMw-2:446, 3300mg) collected from this hearth in association with the bead was

submitted to Isotrace Laboratory for radiocarbon analysis. The resulting radiocarbon

age is BP 650 ± 70 (TO 8774), which calibrates to a calendrical year range of 1255 

1420 AD at the two-sigma variation. The reader is advised to note that the sample

information presented in (Hanna 2000: 18) erroneously states that the sample associated

with the steatite bead is from GIMw-3.

Area Two yielded recoveries of lithic, historic and faunal artifacts.

Interestingly, no ceramics were found from this component. Other recoveries included

several types of rock which leave coloured streaks:
The excavations also recovered many chunks of clinker-like rocks, probably
volcanic in origin, that left a yellowish-brown streak when rubbed. There were
also many large galena (lead) rich rocks scattered across the site that produce a
metallic gray streak when rubbed. (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 11).

Rocks with rich ochre content were also recovered, as were several pieces of

volcanic tuff. These lithic recoveries were characteristic only of GIMw-2. Small

amounts of ochre were recovered from other sites; however, at no other site did we find

galena or the volcanic rock. These recoveries may indicate that GIMw-2 was the site
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of heightened ceremonial activity, although I note that this is only speculation, and that

no other artifacts that suggest this were recovered.

Area Three represents the quarry and primary lithic reduction area is located on

the side of the ridge, northeast of component two. The quartz vein is approximately

30cm thick and is on the vertical face of the ridge. Cobbles and debris surround the

area and were too numerous to collect. Bipolar cores and scrapers were collected, but

the rest was left in situ and photographed (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 12).

Although most of the lithic recoveriesfrom the site were of vein quartz, other

materials were present as well. Banded rhyolite, basalt, blue chert, cathead chert,

brown chalcedony, jasper and other miscellaneous cherts were also recovered. Both

ceramic vessels recovered were located in Area One, and are of the Clearwater Lake

Punctate variety, although they are somewhat anomalous. The sherds exhibit rolled

lips and a "...vertically-oriented sprang-impressed exterior, neither of which is typical

of Clearwater Lake Punctate pottery" (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 12). Meyer (personal

communication) states that these characteristics are also present on some Peter Pond

Lake pottery.

Area Four represents one of the most interesting finds of the summer. A nearly

complete Northwest gun was found by accident when one crew member went

wandering. The gun was found approximately 56m southwest of Area One. The

recovered parts included the lockplate (Figure 3.4), the barrel, serpent side-plate

(Figure 3.5), trigger guard, ramrod ferrule, and butt plate. Everything was found in

correct position as if someone had put their gun down and left it. The stock had not

preserved (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 13).

Some markings were still visible on the pieces with the exception of the actual

maker's marks. The butt plate has a scripted "N" and a crudely etched "44" (Figure

3.6). The inside of the tang shows a three-letter stamp. It is badly corroded and only a

"w" can be made out. Unfortunately the "w" is too faint to show in a photograph.
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GIMw-2 Flintlock Mechanism
Figure 3.4: Flintlock Mechanism from the Northwest Gun
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Figure 3.5: Serpent Side Plate from the Northwest Gun

The antiquity of the gun has been difficult to assess. It has a mix of datable

traits, indicating that perhaps some of the pieces were replaced on the gun, or that the

gun was built from spare parts. The shape of the lockplate with the round form and

pointed tail indicates an age prior to 1860, as does the square shape of the breech plug

tang (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 14). The pan is plain and lacks a reinforced bridle,

indicating that it pre-dates 1820, and the hammer has a round goose neck which

indicates that it is earlier than 1840 (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 14). The butt plate has

the remains of seven square iron spikes along the edge, and one on the tang, indicating

that it is earlier than1826. The trigger guard is light, with stubby round-ended filials
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15 Pottery Concentration 20n/8e
(vessel #1)

16 Hearth, Pottery, Bone, Ash 18n/16e
17 Flaking Station 15.5n/16e
18 Flaking Station 8n/21.5e
19 Hearth, Bone 22n/20e
20 Flaking Station 22n/21e
21 Flaking Station, Hearth, 22n/58w

Bone
22 Flaking Station 34s/58w

Taken from (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 16).

The hearths all had a dark red oxidized area beneath them in the wall profiles. This is

indicative of the fires having been burned very hot, or for a prolonged period of time.

GIMw-3 yielded a variety of pottery forms (eg Figure 3.8). Twelve vessels in

total were recovered from the site. Of these, three were miniature vessels. All ceramic

recoveries were of the Clearwater Lake Punctate type (for examples, see Appendix 4).

The Post Contact period is represented at GIMw-3, most notably by the

recovery of glass trade beads, eight complete, and one incomplete. All of the beads

were recovered from hearths, and were monochrome white. The only other evidence

of post-contact occupation is the presence of three unidentifiable pieces of metal.

Two bone awls and one antler tool were also recovered (Figure 3.9). The latter

appears to have been a scoop or stirring implement. This scoop was made from antler

of an unknown ungulate. It is not possible to distinguish between moose or caribou

based on the shape and amount of modification it has been subjected to. The GIMw-3

88 awl is broken in four pieces, but is re-fittable. It was made from a bone in the

medium to large mammal size range. GIMw-3-170 is an awl manufactured from a

large bird diaphysis. The tool is still very sharp.

The lithic tool assemblage from GIMw-3 included one biface, two point

preforms, two endscrapers, and nine utilized or retouched flakes. Table 3.2 illustrates

the frequencies of artifact types.
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at the Superior Basin Conference at the Grand Mound Centre in international Falls,

Minnesota in March 1997

Radiocarbon analysis was attempted on a bone sample from Feature 13. The

Isotrace lab reported that due to poor preservation, it was not able to extract enough

collagen for an AMS date (Beukens 2001).

1 em

Figure 3.9: Antler Tool (GlMw3:232)

3.4 GIMw-4 - Neso Barb Site, and GIMw-5 - All of us Site

GlMw-4 and GlMw-5 are considered together due to their proximity to each

other.
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able to assi n them to s ecific vessels.

l ..·/

GIMw4
Vessel 10

GIMw4
Vessel 11

GIMw-4
Vessel 2

lern

Figure 3.11: Illustrations of some Vessels recovered from GIMw-4 (all profiles are presented in
Appendix 8)

Cooking residues were observed on a few Clearwater Lake Punctate sherds

from GlMw-4. One sherd was submitted to Isotrace for radiocarbon analysis. The

radiocarbon date returned is 390 ± 60 BP (TO-8776). This date calibrates to a two-

sigma age range of 1415-1645 A.D.

Faunal recoveries were very abundant at this site as well. Again, most of the

faunal recoveries were of fish and bird bone. No large mammal bone was observed.

Although there are several hearth samples that have not been counted due to the large
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quantity of bone, the excavated bone has been counted. More than 11,412 bone

fragments were counted, weighing approximately 2,985.5g.

Thirty-four stone tools were recovered. Most of the tools were end or side

scrapers, although five bifaces, two utilized flakes, three retouched flakes, one

spokeshave, one possible anvil, and one battered cobble were recovered. A tool made

from a mica schist was also recovered. Its smoothed form and ovoid shape may

indicate that itcould have been used for scraping pottery. Quartz was the most

common lithic material with one scraper made from red jasper, and two tools (both

bifaces) made from chert.

Quartz debitage was the most common recovery. In total, 2,345 pieces were

recovered, weighing 6998.9g. Thirty-eight flakes (50Ag) of an unidentified material

were recovered along with 54 (26.8g) of chert, one of jasper, one of schist, one of

rhyolite, one of agate and two of chalcedony. One piece of shatter was recovered that

looks to be of Gronlid siltstone. Ochre was also quite common at GIMw-4. In total,

139 pieces were recovered, weighing 8g.

Seventeen Post Contact artifacts were recovered. These recoveries include

three pieces of an earthenware jug, six glass trade beads, one square-cut nail, three

pieces of glass bottle, one button, one bullet casing, and one piece of unidentifiable

metal. One contemporary artifact was found in the water at the edge of the site. This

was a net sinker in the shape of a projectile point which had been cut from lead.

According to our field crew, one of their relatives made them quite frequently.

Perhaps the most interesting recovery from GIMw-4 is a tourmaline crystal

codntained within smoky quartz crystals (Figure 3.12). This artifact was recovered

from 15s/6e, southeast quadrant. Other artifacts in association include an abundance of

quartz debitage. Small flake scars on the quartz part indicates that the crystal was
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the debitage.

It is unknown if GIMw-5 was used contemporaneously with GIMw-4; however,

its proximity makes it seem likely that it was used as a source for lithic materials.

3.5 GIMw-6, Napekan Site

This site is difficult to characterize. Hanna (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 19)

states: "It [GIMw-6] can best be described as a number of relatively discrete

concentrations of features and/or artifacts separated (or connected?) by very sparse

distributions of flakes". It is situated on a series of three moderately high terraces

(Figure 3.13).

In 1997, a quartz biface was collected from the site, and in 1998, a retouched

quartz flake, a retouched chert flake, two chert and two quartz end scrapers, and several

pieces of debitage were recovered during surface collection. During analysis in the lab,

two pieces of the supposed debitage collected from Feature 2 showed multiple step

fractures. One of these artifacts has been identified as an exhausted bipolar flake core.

The other one has very small use-wear or retouch flake scars on the lateral edges. It is

possible that this artifact was used as either a burin or a piece esquilles (Figure 3.14.

Although these artifacts are not seen as being particularly diagnostic of one

archaeological cultural entity, they are indicative of peoples in the area originating to

the northwest. The people who produced the Northwest Microblade tradition were

perhaps the ones to use these technologies most commonly (e.g. LeBlanc and Ives

1986). Burins are also commonly asociated with Pre-Dorset, but burins typically

associated with this culture are notched along one side, and do not match the ones

recovered from Brabant Lake. The northern influence was further noted at the site

when an Early Taltheilei projectile point made of a fine-grained rhyolite was recovered
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20 Flaking Station, Quartz Middle Terrace
21 Flaking Station, Quartz Middle Terrace
22 Flaking Station, Rhyolite
23 Burned Bone, Quartz Projectile Middle Terrace

Point
24 Flaking Station, Rhyolite, Bone 24s/0w
25 Flaking Station, Quartz Middle Terrace
26 Burned Bone Upper Terrace

Taken from (Hanna and Pentney 1999: 16-17).

Only one ceramic vessel was represented in the GIMw-6 recoveries (Figure

3.16). It is of the Clearwater Lake Punctate type and was found on the middle terrace

at the south end of the site. The vessel's association with the rest of the GIMw-6

components is uncertain. One would expect that if there were a substantial Clearwater

Lake complex occupation at the site more vessels would have been recovered from the
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Figure 3.15: Early Taltheilei Point from GIMw-6

main habitation area as was the case at GIMw-3, 4, and 10. Charred food residue was

noted on some of the potsherds and was subsequently submitted to Isotrace Laboratory

for radiocarbon analysis. Twenty-seven mg of residue were extracted and returned a
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This could mean that the point was never used, that it was used and the blood sera was

just not preserved, or that the point was in contact with animals other than those whose

sera was tested for. The point was tested for bear, bovine, cat, chicken, deer, dog,

guinea-pig, rabbit, rat, sheep, caribou, elk, moose, and trout. Some of these animals

would not be found in the northern boreal forest of Saskatchewan~however with

certain families, several species can be identified from another species' residue (see

Table 3.5).

Table 3.5: Relationship of Animals to Antisera

Antisera to: Most Probable Species Identified
Bear Black, Grizzly

Bovine Bison, Cow
Cat Bobcat, Lynx, Mountain Lion, Cat

Chicken Chicken, Turkey, Quail, Grouse, Pheasant
Deer Deer (all species), Elk, Moose, Caribou, Pronghorn
Dog Coyote, Wolf, Dog, Fox

Guinea Pig Porcupine, Squirrel, Beaver, Guinea Pig
Rabbit Rabbit, Hare, Pika

Rat Rat (all species), Mouse (all species)
Sheep Sheep, Goat

Taken from (BlOarch 2000:4).

3.6 GIMw-lO, Jeho McKenzie Site

GIMw-l0 is a multi-component habitation site located on the terrace of a small

point with south, southwest and southeast aspects along gentle slopes (Figure 3.17).

The site is multi-component including Laurel, Clearwater Lake complex, and Post

Contact materials.

The site was first collected during the 1998 field season. At that time several

hearths were noted, along with ten pottery concentrations, five flaking concentrations

and many tools of different varieties (Hanna and Pentney 1999:26). The pottery, tools,

and non-quartz flaking stations were collected, including a non-descript, side-notched

projectile point which is probably a preform. We were unable to assign it to a

particular type (Hanna and Pentney 1999:26).
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The 1999 field season was geared primarily towards excavations at GIMw-10.

Twenty-five 1x1m units were excavated over three weeks. Eighteen features were

recorded and are summarized in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Feature Types and Locations at GIMw-l0

Feature No Feature Type Location
1 Hearth 12s/1e
2 Hearth, Chert Flaking Concentration I8s/0w, 19s/0w
3 Quartz Flaking Concentration, CWLP 26s/4w

Pottery
4 Quartz Flaking Concentration 25s/4w
5 Quartz Flaking Concentration 27s/4w
6 Quartz Flaking Concentration, Tools 26sl7w, 27s/6w
7 CWLP Pottery, Quartz Flaking 28s/5w

Concentration
8 Quartz Flaking Concentration 28s/Ow, 28sl1 w
9 Quartz Flaking Concentration, Anvil 29s/1 w, 29sl2w,

Stone, Hearth 30sl1 w, 30s12w
10 Quartz Flaking Concentration, Cores, 30s/4w,30s/5w

Miniature Vessel Rim
11 Quartz Flaking Concentration, CWLP 14s/0w, 15s/0w

Pottery
12 Quartz Cores 30s/3w
13 Hearth 28s/4w
14 Hearth 28s/0w
15 Quartz Flaking Concentration 28s/0w
16 Stone "Platform" 8sl2e, 9s.2e
17 Stone Ovoid Configuration I5s/l w, 15s12w
18 Hearth 10n/6e

Taken from (Hanna 2000: 11)

Laurel pottery is the oldest diagnostic artifact represented at GIMw-lO.

Although sherd recoveries were scarce, two different vessels were identified. A total

of three rim sherds, five rim/neck sherds, 19 body sherds and five basal sherds were

recovered from four units (l0n/6e, 25s/4w, 15s/3w, 14s/0w). All sherds were

smoothed and undecorated. A third vessel (vessel 10, Figure 3.18) may also be Laurel;

however, it was not made in the traditional coiling method. It resembles neither Laurel

nor Clearwater Lake Punctate, although it has a smoothed, undecorated surface and a

rolled lip (Hanna 2000:22). This vessel was excavated in association with a fired clay

lump. Both were made "...of a silty clay with very silty lenses. Both show slight

pleochroism and contain less than 5% temper" (Hanna 2000:22). Hanna speculates

that both the lump and the vessel may have been made from the same paste and thus
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Multi-use Tools 3
Chithos 2
Cores 7

Battered Cobbles 4
Gravers 3

The post-contact era recoveries were mostly restricted to areas north of the site

datum. The only exception to this is GIMwl0:1485, two wire nails found in 19s/0w.

Of the Post Contact assembage, nine pieces were ceramic sherds, one was a fragment

of glass, one was a glass trade bead, and 193 were pieces of metal, most of which seem

to be from a disintegrated tin stove. Other metal pieces included three nails, and a

contemporary .22 centre-fire bullet casing.

In all of the sites excavated, artifact recoveries dwindled and stopped by

approximately 10-12cm below the surface. However, Feature 17 (Figure 3.21) was

discovered at 14cm below the surface. Excavation commenced on 14s/1w, 14s/2w,

15s/1wand 15s/2w because of the presence of a large rock protruding from the clay.

One of the crew members took to eating his lunch while sitting on the stone. While

observing this activity it was inferred that similar activities may have occurred in Pre

Contact times. It was decided that the stone would have provided a convenient chair

for pre-contact inhabitants of the site, and excavation may reveal that it was used as

such by the presence of artifacts surrounding it. High concentrations of quartz flakes

were recovered from the first few levels, when the tops of the cobbles that make up

Feature 17 were uncovered. The feature consists of an ovoid configuration of stones

measuring 80 x 65cm. The stones are fist-sized with the exception of a larger granitic

stone in the centre of the configuration. Excavation continued to find the floor of

Feature 17. Flakes continued to be found and the large tabular rock continued down as

well.

Excavations continued in units 14s/1w, 14s/2w, 15s/1wand 15s/2w to get a

better look at stratigraphy (Figure 3.22), and to find the base of the tabular rock, now
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the amount of bone of the other sites. Because of the obvious differences in the

assemblages, a faunal analysis of GIMw-10 was undertaken by Laurie Froehlich, a

graduate student at the University of Saskatchewan.

GIMw-10
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Figure 3.22: Stone Slab and Stratigraphy of GIMw-l0

The total number of identifiable castor elements (or NISP) is 596, weighing

564.1g. The minimum number of individuals (MNI) is 16, as determined by the right-

proximal ulna element. Table 3.8 summarizes other species and MNI calculations as

determined by Froehlich.

Table 3.8: Species and MNI present at GIMw-lO

Species Weight NISP MNI
Castor 564.1 596 16

Snowshoe Hare 0.2 1 I
Anatidae (indeterminate duck) 4.3 10 2

Anatidae anas 0.8 I 2
Moose 83.5 4 I

Pike 3.1 16 1
Muskrat c.f 0.9 7 1

Muskrat 9.9 61 -

Very Large Mammal 40.3 7 -
Large MammallMediurn Ungulate 198.3 98 -

SmalllMedium Mammal 2.3 10 -

Medium Mammal 175.1 474 -

Small Mammal 3.3 36 -
Micro Mammal 0.3 1 -

SmalllMedium Avian 0.8 5 -

Fish 0.2 4 -

Avian 2.1 14 -
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The elevated amount of castor elements, along with the glass trade beads may

further indicate that this site was occupied during the Early Contact era in addition to

the Laurel, and Clearwater Lake periods, and that beaver trapping was an important

activity at the site.

3.7 Summary

Excavations at seven sites in the Doerksen Bay locale proved fruitful and

interesting. In addition to the historic and contemporary use of the area, evidence of

the Clearwater Lake complex of the Selkirk Composite was found as well as artifacts

diagnostic of Laurel, Early Taltheilei, and Early Side-notched. Each site showed

indications of specific activity areas. Hearths indicate living areas, fired clay lumps are

indicative of pottery making areas, and concentrations of flakes and/or shatter indicate

lithic workstations. GlMw-2 has hints of ceremonial use, and GIMw-6 is the only site

with identified Early Taltheilei elements. The lithic recoveries from GIMw-l0 hint at a

possible PaleoIndian occupation, although nothing can be said for certain. Faunal

recoveries from this site may also indicate a Early Contact occupation geared towards

the collecting of beaver pelts.

The faunal remains at GlMw-2, 3, and 4 differ greatly from those of GlMw-l0.

The dominant species recovered from hearth samples were mostly avian, with lesser

quantities of picea. In 1991 Meyer (1991: 117) illustrated the importance of waterfowl

to the Swampy Cree people. Meyer explains that waterfowl was extremely important

as a food source in the early spring when they migrate through Canada. This time of

the year was the leanest for hunter-gatherer peoples in Canada as large game was

generally thin, fish may not have been accessible in large enough quantities, and there

were no fresh plant foods to eat. When the migratory waterfowl returned to these areas

the birds, in effect, saved the people from starvation. In the specific case of the
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Swampy Cree, a major celebration (Goose Dance) ensued to give honour to the spirit

of the goose. Meyer (1991: 117) also notes that such gatherings may take place in the

fall.

Taking the case of the Goose Dance into context, it would be reasonable to

assume that the sites on Doerksen Bay were spring or fall aggregations, when

waterfowI are plentiful. The case of the Goose Dance would leave very specific

archaeological signs. The birds consumed were treated carefully to ensure none of the

bones were broken or disarticulated, and then carefully disposed of in the bush

(Meyer 1991: 117). The faunal recoveries from GIMw-2, 3 and 4 had very high

concentrations of bird and fish bone, but all, or most of, the bone was recovered from

hearths, and much of it was broken. It is obvious that these sites were not the result of

a Goose Dance ceremony; however, it seems likely that they were from spring or fall

occupations, when migratory waterfowl were plentiful, and needed. This is also

backed up by the suspicious lack of medium to large or very large mammal remains

recovered from these sites.
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4.0 Paleo-Indian and Middle Forest Period

4.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the Paleo-Indian, Middle Forest Period. These periods

have been grouped together because not much information is available for thesm in the

study area. The region is thought to have been ice free by ca 8,000 years ago, but the

first diagnostic materials in the region date to approximately 7,500 years ago. These

diagnostics belong to the Middle period, which is known to be represented in northern

Saskatchewan by archaeological material including those of northern plains-related

cultures, and boreal forest-based cultures (Table 4.1). From the results of previous

research in northern Saskatchewan, and adjacent areas, we might expect to find

evidence of Shield Archaic, Early Side-notched, McKeanJDuncanlHanna, Oxbow,

Pelican Lake, Old Copper culture, and the Taltheilei Shale tradition in the Brabant

study area. The following is a brief synopsis of each of these culture-types.

4.2 Paleo-Indian Tradition

The Paleo-Indian Tradition is very poorley represented in northern

Saskatchewan, and very little is known about this time period. Northern Agate Basin, a

part of the Agate Basin complex, is identified in northern Saskatchewan by the

presence of willow leaf-shaped points with notching on the lower edges (Meyer 1996).

There are no radiocarbon dates available from northern Agate Basin components in

Saskatchewan, but in Mackenzie and Keewatin this complex is thought to date from

7,000 to 8,000 years ago (Gordon 1976:47). It is thought that these bison-hunting

peoples travelled north and encountered herds of barrenground caribou, and employed

techniques used to hunt herds of bison to hunt the caribou (Meyer 1996).

Agate Basin points have been recovered from Black Lake, Hara Lake, and two
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sites on Lake Athabasca (Meyer 1996). Meyer comments on the sporadic nature of

these points:

It appears, therefore, that these peoples came south into Saskatchewan
infrequently. If this is so, it may be deduced that the winter range of the
caribou at this time ded not regularly extend into northern Manitoba and
Saskatchewan (Meyer 1996).

The seemingly sporadic presence of the nortern Agate Basin complex in

northern Saskatchewan may be due to the warm climate of this time period which

would have kept the caribou herds farther north. It is thought that the peoples who

produced northern Agate Basin artifacts would follow the herds of caribou to be certain

of a constant food supply (Meyer and Jones 1996). An alternative suggestion for the

lack of northern Agate Basin components in boreal regions of Saskatchewan would be

the lack of archaeological work done in these areas.

No diagnostic artifacts from the Paleo-Indian period have been recovered from

the study area. GIMw-l0 revealed a deeply burried component consisting of quartz

flakes and cobbles, but the origin of this component is unknown. This component is

discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

4.3 Introduction to the Middle Forest Period

The cultural taxonomy for northern Saskatchewan presents complications. The

area is strongly affected by archaeological cultures originating in the eastern shield

region, the northern transitional forest region, and the northern plains region, each with

it's own taxonomic system. For the sake of simplicity, this thesis refers to the "Middle

Forest Period" which is a new system that illustrates the time periods of each

geographic area from the time period of 6,150 B.P. to 1,300 B.P, and allows the reader

to see how certain cultures may have been interacting with other cultures present in a

given time period.
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Table 4.1: Chronology of the Middle Forest Period

THE MIDDLE FOREST PERIOD

Time Period Middle Plains Middle Northern Middle Eastern Shield
Forest

6,150 - 5,000 B.P. Early Side-Notched
,,~ "',.

'.

5,000 - 4,500 B.P. Oxbow ,;i,t Old Copper
4,500 - 4,000 B.P. > ........ ./ ., Culture Shield
4,000 - 3,500 B.P. McKean Pre-Dorset Archaic
3,500 - 3,000 B.P.
3,000 - 2,600 B.P. Pelican Lake

,

2,600 - 2,500 B.P. EarliestlEarly Taltheilei
2,500 - 2,000 B.P.
2,000 - 1,800 B.P.

........ ...... ',.

1,800 - 1,500 B.P. Middle Taltheilei I

1,500 - 1,300 B.P.
.....

.....• >, ....., ...

4.3 Early Side-Notched (Mummy Cave Series) 6150 - 5000 R.P.

Early Side-notched is a term referring to the projectile points of the Mummy

Cave series of the Middle Plains period. Walker (1992:133) states that five projectile

point styles, probably atlatl points, act as potential time markers for the Middle Plains

period. The point styles are Blackwater Side-notched (7,600-7,200 B.P.), Northern (or

Bitterroot) Side-notched (ca.7,200 - 6,700 B.P.), Hawken Side-notched (6,500 - 5,300

B.P.), Gowen (may be sysonymous with Salmon River) (6,000 - 5,200 B.P.), and

Mount Albion Corner-notched (5,700 - 4,500 B.P.) (Walker 1992: 124). Though the

Mummy Cave Series is generally known as a Plains cultural entity, the earliest dates on

Early Side-notchedpoints have been obtained from sites in the Eastern Woodland-

Central Plains transition zone (Gryba 1980:37), suggesting an eastern origin.

In northern Saskatchewan, the Near Norbert site, located along the Norbert

River, revealed several points thought to be 'pre-Oxbow', and hence, a part of the

Mummy Cave series (Meyer 1983: 154). Although this is the only site in which a

possible Early Side-Notched component has been found, their presence farther north

cannot be ruled out because of the effects of the Altithermal on the floral environment.
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During this time the position of Plains/Forest interface moved north a great distance

(Gryba 1980:61; Ritchie 1976 and 1978). It is possible that areas that are now within

the southern part of the boreal forest were aspen parkland, if not northern grasslands,

during the time of the Mummy Cave series. This may have been the case at

Manigotagan Lake in Manitoba where a side-notched point dating between 3870 and

3660 B.P. was recovered. Though this point dates later than the time range of the

Mummy Cave series, it implies that a side-notched technology was in place in the

region at an earlier time (Gryba 1980:62).

Although no diagnostic artifacts were recovered from the Snake Rapids site on

the Churchill River, the site may represent a Middle period occupation. This proposal

was made by Meyer et al. (1981 :55) based on the lack of faunal artifacts recovered, a

heavy reliance on local lithic materials, and the location of the site being substantially

removed from major water ways.

4.3.1 Early Side-Notched Presence at Brabant Lake

One quartz point (Figure 4.1) recovered from GIMw-6 was initially thought to

belong in the Early Side-notched Series. Upon closer inspection it was decided that the

point is too generalized in form to make any conclusions as to its type. The base of a

chert projectile point was also recovered from GIMw-6. The features of this artifact

include very square shoulders and straight basal edges. It is evident that the point was

of the side-notched variety, although only the base was recovered. It is possible that

this base may represent an Early Side-notched component, or at least culture-contact

between local residents and Early Side-notched groups nearby.
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Figure 4.1: Possible Early Side-Notched Point from GIMw-6

4.4 Shield Archaic Tradition (6,000-3,500 B.P.)

The Shield Archaic was most notably researched by Wright (1970, 1972), who

proposed that it evolved from the Northern Plano tradition in the Northwest Territories,

and that it occurred during a very mild and often moist environment (Gordon 1981 :8;

Clark 1991 :98). It is thought that the expansion eastward through northern Ontario and

even Quebec occurred as plant and animal species began colonizing recently

deglaciated areas (Wright 1970:43-44). The subsistence base is thought to have

included a reliance on fishing and the hunting of barrenland and woodland caribou, and

moose. The extensive waterways were likely the main travel corridors. The people

who produced the Shield Archaic occupied an extensive territory. This was thought to

have been influenced by the threat of forest fires which would have made it necessary

to change habitation areas periodically (Buchner et al. 1983:73).

Spatially, the Shield Archaic is known to have been present in the Keewatin

District (now Nunavut), northern Alberta, northern Saskatchewan, northern and eastern

Manitoba, northwestern Ontario, northern Quebec, and even as far as Labrador (Hanna

1980, Schwimmer, Petch and Larcombe 1998, Clark 1991). It is thought that the

boundaries of the boreal forest and Canadian Shield provided the boundaries of

expansion for the Shield Archaic. Clark (1991 :98) states that Shield Archaic was an
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indigenous cultural development in the boreal forest, and may have been the first

cultural manifestation to become completely adapted to life in this ecozone. Wright

(1970:44) has proposed that the Shield Archaic continued to evolve and eventually

became the Laurel tradition during the Woodland period.

The projectile points of the Shield Archaic period are similar to Mummy Cave

points found on the plains. Meyer (1999:24) states that this may be indicative of

northern Plains interaction and influence, and that the Shield Archaic may have been

misinterpreted. Hanna (1980:86) has also written about the shortcomings of the Shield

Archaic concept, stating that there is not enough evidence to support recognition of an

archaeological culture which encompass such a vast geographic area.

There have been no definite Shield Archaic recoveries from northern

Saskatchewan (Meyer 1983: 148). Although several non-descript points were

recovered from the Brabant locale, none of them can be placed definitely into the

Shield Archaic typology.

4.5 Oxbow (6300 - 4400 B.P.)

The Oxbow phase is found in the Plains regions of northern Montana, Alberta,

Saskatchewan, and southwestern Manitoba, and the people who produced this material

culture on the Plains showed a preference for living near stream and river terraces

(Buchner et al. 1983:56). Through time, Buchner et al. (1983) believe they expanded

their terr.itories into the forests to the north, and by its end the Oxbow culture is thought

to have been solely a forest dwelling group (Buchner et al. 1983:60). It is thought that

the climatic cooling trend that was predominant during this period would have forced

the people of the Oxbow culture to move into the protected areas of the northern forest

(Buchner et aI. 1983:59). Primarily, the subsistence base focused on bison, but also
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included species such as elk, wolf, dog, fox, rabbit, goose and clams (Buchner et al.

1983:56). Recoveries of roasting pits and grinding stones at grasslands Oxbow sites

indicate that there was a greater emphasis on plant foods than had been the case with

earlier peoples (Green 1998:32). Although it is thought that the people who produced

Oxbow points interacted with peoples residing in the boreal forest, at this point all

written material pertaining to the presence of Oxbow occupations in the boreal forest

regions of Saskatchewan is speculative, as only a handful of points have been

recovered from forest sites (Meyer 1983, 1999).

Oxbow is mentioned here because it is possible that people of the Oxbow phase

were in northern Saskatchewan. Because of this possibility, it is necessary to include it

in this thesis. No diagnostic recoveries were recovered from the Brabant Locale.

4.6 Old Copper Culture (5000 - 3000 B.P.)

It is very tenuous to extrapolate the presence of an entire culture on the basis of

two projectile points~ however, one hammered native copper projectile point was

recovered from the McCallum site during the Key Lake Access Road survey (Meyer

1979a, 1979b), and another was recovered from the surface of the Nowlin site in the

Whitefox area (Dyck 1980:89). The method of production of these points and their

styles are the same as that of the Old Copper culture (OCC) in the Lake Superior region

of northwestern Ontario (Whittry 1957). Though the presence of two points does not

imply the actual presence of OCC, it may reflect a trade network that extended to the

Great Lakes region (Russell and Meyer 1999:33). Indeed, this is the explanation

Meyer et al. (1981 :95) offer, stating that "In northern Saskatchewan, these copper tools

would have been received by peoples of the Oxbow complex. Therefore, we may

occasionally expect to find copper tools in northern Saskatchewan". Despite the

possibility of finding OCC diagnostics within the Brabant Locale, no such recoveries
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were made. At this point it is assumed that acc was not in contact with the people of

the study area.

4.7 McKeanIDuncanIHanna (4000·3000 B.P.)

In 1952, Mulloy excavated the McKean type site. From the recoveries and

point styles represented at the site, he postulated that Duncan and Hanna point styles

were variants of the McKean point type, and that a McKean occupation could be

identified by the presence of these point styles (Frison et al. 1996:20). The McKean

complex was primarily a plains-based, bison reliant culture, originating possibly from

the Great Basin region (Green 1998:35). A preponderance of grinding stones and food

plant remains in well preserved Plains sites in Montana and Wyoming indicate a heavy

reliance on floral food resources (Frison et al. 1996).

This culture has undergone many revisions to its interpretation. Until recently

there was a debate as to whether or not McKean, Duncan and Hanna were the same

culture, or separate entities (Frison et al. 1996:20). Davis and Keyser (1999:259) may

have finally solved the debate by hypothesizing that McKean peoples employed a

'multiple weapons system' that involved both hand-held spears (tipped by the McKean

points), as well as atlatls (tipped by Duncan/Hanna, and possible Mallory points).

Davis and Keyser (1999:260) also state that Duncan points are really just re-sharpened

Hanna points. The fe-sharpening caused the removal of the distinctive barbed

shoulders which differentiates the two styles.

The McKean complex is most notably represented in the Montreal Lake and

Churchill River areas (Forsman 1976:16-17); however, as Meyer (1983,1999:23) has

shown, there is a scatter throughout the Churchill drainage basin. Little in the way of

faunal remains have been recovered from McKean occupations in the boreal forest, so
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it is difficult to infer what species were the focus of their subsistence strategies

(Buchner et al 1983:62). It has been hypothesized that seasonal round movements

included spending the summer on the plains, and moving into the aspen parkland and

boreal forest for the harsh winter months (Syms 1970:135-136).

The McKean presence along the Churchill drainage basin is noteworthy as there

are many portage routes from the Churchill to the Brabant locale. It is possible that

McKean peoples sometimes moved a bit farther north and interacted with local

residents in the study area. Despite the possibility, no diagnostic McKean artifacts

were identified.

4.7 Pelican Lake Phase (3000 - 2000 D.P.)

Pelican Lake origins on the northern plains are thought to have stemmed from

the McKean complex. This was first postulated because the corner-notched and barbed

shoulders of Hanna points were thought to have evolved into the deeply corner-notched

Pelican Lake points (Reeves 1983:77). Alternatively, some researchers feel that the

complex represents a new technology introduced by a new group moving into the area

(Green 1998:36-37).

Subsistence was based around the communal bison hunt with a particular

emphasis on using bison pounds. This has been interpreted from the abundance of

bison skeletal remains recovered from Pelican Lake sites (Buchner et al. 1983:74).

Although the Pelican Lake phase is considered to have been produced by a plains

focused group, Pelican Lake type projectile points have been found in the western

mountains and far into the boreal forests of northern Manitoba (Wuskwatim Lake, and

the north end of Southern Indian Lake), Northwestern Ontario, and even into the

Central District of Keewatin (Buchner et al. 1983:74). In Saskatchewan, Pelican Lake
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points have been recovered from archaeological sites at Montreal Lake, the upper

Churchill River, Lake Athabasca, Prince Albert National Park, and Black Lake (Hanna

1997; Meyer 1983, and 1999; Forsman 1976:16).

No diagnostic Pelican Lake points were recovered from excavated or surface

contexts in the study area.

4.8 The Taltheilei Shale Tradition: Earliest, Early and Middle (2,570
B.P. · 1,300 B.P.)

The Taltheilei Shale tradition was first described by Noble in 1971, and was

based on MacNeish's (1951) Lockhart and Taltheilei complexes. Noble (1971) divided

the Tradition into a series of complexes (Hennessey, Taltheilei, Windy Point, Waldron

River, Narrows, Lockhart, Frank Channel, Fairchild Bay, Snare River, and Reliance)

based on the projectile points and assemblages of 118 sites located in the District of

MacKenzie. However, Gordon's simplified framework (Earliest, Early, Middle and

Late) is now generally followed. In People ofSunlight, People ofStarlight (1996),

Gordon estimates the Earliest phase as starting around 2570 years ago, the Early phase

lasting from 1800 t02450 years ago, the Middle phase from 1300 to 1800 years ago,

and the Late phase from 2000 to 1300 years ago.

The Taltheilei material culture paints a picture of a series of nomadic groups on

the barrenlands. Their subsistence was centered around the barren-ground caribou

herds (Rangifer tarandus groenlandicus). Because of their reliance on the caribou,

settlements were restricted to temporary habitations and dwellings which were easily

transported while the band followed the herds to new locations. The winter migration

of the herds often brought the caribou and thus the people of the Taltheilei Shale

Tradition, south into the boreal forest around Lake Athabasca, Reindeer Lake, and

sometimes as far south as the Churchill River. Chithos, biface blades, and many other
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artifacts make up the material culture of the tradition (Wright 1972:83).

4.8.1 Spatial and Temporal Parameters

Taltheilei begins approximately 700 B.C. in the Barrenlands, at the beginning

of a warming climatic trend during which the boreal/arctic tree line moved northward

(Gordon 1996: 115,239). Spatially, artifacts belonging to the tradition are found in all

modern caribou ranges although a heavier emphasis may have been placed on the

Bathurst and Beverly herd ranges. The majority of the Early Taltheilei sites are found

in the Northwest Territories and northern Alberta. Some researchers (Gordon 1981,

Buchner 1983) speculate that their origin may have been in northeastern British

Columbia: "After the end of the cold Pre-Dorset period, these first Taltheilei people

likely entered the [Beverly] range via the east-flowing Peace River, which pierces the

Rockies, and flows past Lake Athabasca" (Gordon 1996: 114). Ives (1993: 14) states

that, though the points recovered from British Columbia are comparable to those in

northern Alberta, the sample size is too small to form any conclusions as to the

relationship between the point styles. At this point, the northeastern British Columbia

origin theory is still the only one in the literature. Previously, researchers felt that

Taltheilei may have evolved out of the Arctic Small Tool tradition, but excavated sites

with intact stratigraphy have since provided data indicating that 200 years or more may

separate them (Ives 1993: 14).

Gordon (1981: 11) states that there is a conspicuous paucity of Early Taltheilei

occupations in northern Saskatchewan and Manitoba. I feel, however, that the lack of

Taltheilei tradition components is a direct reflection of the paucity of research that has

been done in northern Saskatchewan.

The material culture of the Taltheilei Shale tradition includes spear points
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which are lanceolate, sometimes exhibiting basal grinding but not always. The Earliest

Taltheilei tundra points are smaller than the forest points, whereas the Early Taltheilei

tundra points are longer than forest points (Gordon 1996: 117). In the Earliest

Taltheilei collections broken spear points are commonly burinated and frequently

altered into other tool types. These traits are not noticed as often in points from Early

collections. Scrapers, whetstones, push-planes, skin flexers, edge grinders,

spokeshaves, shaft polishers, gravers, saws, knives, chithos, wedges, and 'adze-like

artifacts' are common in Taltheilei collections. Lithic materials are mostly beige

quartzites and grey cherts (Gordon 1996: 138-39). One of the defining characteristics

of Taltheilei complex artifact assemblages in the Great Slave Lake area is a heavy

reliance on grey siliceous shale for flintknapping purposes (Noble 1971: 110).

On average, the lithic tools from forest sites are smaller, more intensively used,

and re-sharpened. Gordon (1996: 140) speculates that this is the result of forest sites

being occupied in the winter when local resources were unavailable and raw materials

had to be transported from the tundra. The general trends which differ between forest

and tundra occupations include hafting modifications. Tundra sites have specific haft

elements (stemmed bases) suited to bone or antler hafts while forest site lithic

recoveries have been created more for hafting in wood handles and shafts and have

square bases, or, in the case of scrapers and knives, being held in the hand (Gordon

1996: 140). Utilization of lithic resources was also more frugal and efficient in forest

sites, as indicated by heavily re-sharpened tools and the small size of the flakes

removed. In tundra sites, large waste flakes are common, and tools are not as

extensively utilized. These traits again lead to the conclusion that forest sites were

winter occupations (Gordon 1996: 140).
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4.8.2 Earliest (ca. 2,570 • 2,450 D.P.), Early Taltheilei (2,450 • 1,800 D.P.),
and Middle Taltheilei (ca. 1,800 • 1.300 D.P.)

These periods are characterized by a material collection which includes

"...wedges, chithos and adzes... bifacial knives, pounded and rolled copper fragments,

whetstones, hammerstones, and denticulates" (Gordon 1981: 11). The transition from

the Earliest to Early phase is marked by an increase in lance diameter, and less well-

defined stemming in projectile points (Gordon 1996: 117). The earliest Taltheilei sites

have been located along the upper Thelon and the lower Dubawnt Rivers. From this

location, the earliest period of the Taltheilei tradition spread to include all of the

caribou ranges, but did not appear to expand into northern Manitoba despite the

presence of Kaminuriak herd wintering areas there (Gordon 1981: 11).

An Early Taltheilei point was recovered from Black Lake by Minni (1976),

while another Early Taltheilei point was recovered from the Lonely Jackpine site

(HcNo-9) during the Key Lake Survey (Meyer et al. 1981 :60, 82, 93).

The Taltheilei subsistence pattern of following caribou herds would negate the

habitual use of canoes as a viable method of transportation. It is quite possible that the

majority of travel occurred over land by foot. This has many interesting ramifications

on issues such as the difference in settlement patterns and land use between herd

following groups and the more generalized hunter/gatherer subsistence patterns (Meyer

et al. 1981:94).

The Middle Taltheilei tradition began around 150 A.D. and continued until

around 600 A.D. It was defined on the basis of a clustering of radiocarbon dates, and a

change in projectile point form from stemmed to diamond-shaped or lanceolate shaped

points. A reduction in size of the points is also apparent, with both spear and arrow

sized points represented. Other artifacts common in Middle Taltheilei assemblages
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include wedges, unifacial and bifacial knives, scrapers with ground hafts, combination

end/side scrapers, perforators, punches, chithos and adzes (Gordon 1981: 13).

It is the Earliest to Early Taltheilei tradition that is represented on Brabant

Lake. The artifact assemblage from GIMw-6 includes several artifacts that match the

description of a typical Early Taltheilei assemblage, including an early Taltheilei spear

point (Figure 3.15). Although quartz is the predominant lithic type, a number of

artifacts recovered were of very fine grained shales, rhyolites, and cherts. From our

surveys throughout the area, it appears as though these materials were brought into the

southern Brabant area, and that they are not found locally. A total of 1,073 artifacts

were recovered at GIMw-6, of which only 138 were not lithic in nature. Of the

artifacts in the lithic class, 20 were Swan River chert, ten were a fine grained, banded

rhyolite, three were chalcedony, two were slate, five were siltstone, one was schist, and

68 were a fine-grained, light grey chert. The remaining 827 lithic artifacts were of

varying qualities of local quartz. An abundance of formed tools were recovered, most

of which were scrapers. The metrics and characteristics of these tools are presented in

Appendix 5. In total, 12 endscrapers, six sidescrapers, and five combination end and

side scrapers were recovered along with five retouched flakes, 13 utilized flakes, and

three spokeshaves. Nine bifaces were recovered, including one chitho (Figure 24), two

possible knives, one tool preform, one broken projectile point base, one Early

Taltheilei projectile point, one small piece of a projectile point tip, one very roughly

flaked projectile point, and one point preform. The presence of the chitho, Early

Taltheilei spear point, spokeshaves, the quantity of end scrapers and the seemingly

non-local chert are indicative of an Early Taltheilei habitation in the southern Brabant

Lake area (Gordon 1976:96). Turning to GIMw-l 0, various artifacts were recovered

which may indicate an Early Taltheilei occupation. These recoveries include a chitho

(Figure 4.2) and a number of artifacts and pieces of debitage of the same fine-grained
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gre chert. No diagnostic artifacts were recovered.
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Figure 4.2: Chitho recovered from GIMw-6

4.8.3 The Herd-Following Debate
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As mentioned above, it is understood by researchers that the movements of the

Taltheilei people were influenced by the movements of the barrenland caribou herds.

Buchner et al. (1983:84) state that "Their movements were largely conditioned by the

year!y migratory habits of the barren ground caribou, and, in the long run, shifts in the

position of the northern tree line". While the caribou spend their summer in the arctic,
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the herd breaks up into subherds around September or October, and moves into various

areas in the northern boreal forest (Gordon 1996:26).

As the people of the Taltheilei Shale tradition were dependent on the caribou as

their main food source, they would either have to engage in large scale hunting events a

number of times through the year, or stay with the herds during their seasonal

migrations. The material culture hints at a semi-nomadic existence, implying that the

groups moved with the herds, thereby keeping the food supply readily available.

Herd following behavior was first noted by Samuel Hearne approximately 200

years ago:

As their whole aim is to procure a comfortable subsistence, they take the most
prudent means to accomplish it; and by always following the lead of the deer,
are seldom exposed to the gripping hand of famine" (Hearne 1958:83).

Perhaps the strongest evidence of herd following comes from the transport of

Eyeberry Lake quartzite, a very distinctive lithic material, from 'the heart of the range'

as far south as Lake Athabasca (WrightI975: 11).

The theory of 'herd following' sparked some debate among arctic researchers.

Burch (1972:351) initially proposed that the herds moved too quickly for humans to

keep up with them and to truly 'follow' the herd. He did consider alternative hunting

strategies called 'herd accompaniment', 'search and destroy', and the 'head 'em off at

the pass' technique. Burch explains his 'head 'em off at the pass' hunting technique as

being dependant on,the hunters knowing the route the herd would take while migrating.

He states that this technique would be most successful during the two major seasonal

migrations. The 'search and destroy' method involves forays from the camp to look

for more isolated groups of caribou during non-migrational times. It can be useful if

the hunter can predict caribou behavior and knows which micro-environments are more

attractive to the caribou. Herd accompaniment is based on the assumption that the

hunters knew where the herd would end up, thereby making it easy to follow the herd
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into its forest wintering grounds (Burch 1972:347).

In 1991, Burch (1991 :440) retracted his denunciation of herd following saying

that the concept may have validity depending on how the term 'herd' is identified.

The dependence on large herds of barren ground caribou rather than the more

solitary woodland caribou is illustrated best in the context of meat and hide

requirements per person per year. As witnessed by Hearne, each individual required

approximately 20 hides for clothing alone. The hides required for constructing

dwellings averaged 40 to 50 for an eight to ten-person dwelling, bringing the individual

average required number of hides to approximately 25 per person, per annum (Spiess

1979:30). A caribou hide does not provide a very strong leather, most articles of

clothing had to be replaced annually, meaning a great need for large numbers of

caribou (Minni 1976:70).

Seasonality is paramount to acquiring good quality hides and meat. Hides

acquired in the winter have the thickest, warmest hair~ however, it is too thick to sew,

and it sheds. Its excellent thermal qualities, but reduced pliability makes it most

suitable for use as bedding (Burch 1972:343). Hides acquired in the fall are the best

for clothing. At this time the long guard hairs have begun to grow back, but are not yet

overly thick. During this season, holes eaten through the caribou's skin by the warble

fly at the end of summer have healed (Spiess 1979:29). Burch (1972:343) states that

the warble holes begin appearing in February and that the hides were not satisfactory

until August. Quality of nutrition in caribou meat is dependant on seasonality as well

as sex. Bull meat is at its best in the fall, while females have better quality meat during

and after the annual rut, and in the spring (Burch 1972:352). The seasonal variations in

quality of both skin and meat support the herd following theory because hunting would

have to have been done year round, rather than only a couple of times a year.
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Despite common boundaries between the barrenland caribou herds' migrational

territories, the herds maintain a level of 94% discreteness between their populations

(Gordon 1981 :3). The discrete nature of the herds requires that a human population that

is dependant on caribou meat for survival must choose a herd to harvest from. Of the

four Eastern Arctic barrenland herds, the Bluenose population is associated with the

Satudene First Nations, the Bathurst herd is harvested by the Yellowknife and Dogrib

First Nations, and the Beverly and Kaminuriak herds are utilized by the Chipewyan

First Nations. As this human-caribou alignment is evident in historic times, it is

reasonable to assume that similar divisions were followed in earlier times (Gordon

1981 :3).

Both the Kaminuriak and the Beverly caribou herds ventured into the boreal

forest of northern Saskatchewan. Gordon (1996:5) states that the Churchill River

approximates the southern limit of the caribou range, and that the Kaminuriak herd

traveled the farthest. Minni (1976:67) states that both the Beverly and the Kaminuriak

herds may have ventured as far south as the Churchill River in the winter, albeit

infrequently.

Gordon (1996: 145) proposes that the presence of Middle Plains projectile

points found deep within the Beverly herd range (sometimes as far north as the

Lockhart River), were due to Taltheilei groups trading with Plains groups. Gordon

states that the Plains groups would have followed wintering bison herds into the

woodlands, and would have encountered Taltheilei groups at the southern extent of the

Beverly range. Gordon does not think that the Plains groups would have ventured as

far north as the Lockhart river, where the northern-most plains points have been found.

Plains-style points are not uncommon along the Churchill River (Meyer 1999:28) and it

is perhaps in this area that plains groups interacted with herd following arctic/boreal

forest groups.
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4.9 Summary

The PaleoIndian, Middle Forest period, and Taltheilei periods in northern

Saskatchewan are represented by diagnostic artifacts representing a melange of

northern Plains, Arctic, and Boreal Shield groups. Though there is disagreement as to

the nature of the presence of these artifacts (i.e. trade, or an actual in situ presence of

the groups that produced them), their occurrence has helped in defining the culture

history of the region. To date, diagnostic projectile artifacts associated with Oxbow,

Old Copper, McKean, Pelican Lake, and Early Taltheilei have been recovered from

northern Saskatchewan. The author believes that the Taltheilei point, and other

recoveries from the GIMw-6 site indicate the presence of that culture due to the high

amount of non-local lithic material, and the possibility of the sporadic presence of

herds of barren-ground caribou.
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5.0 The Woodland Period

5.1 Introduction

The Woodland period heralds the influx of pottery technology into the central

boreal forest regions of Canada. Although northern Saskatchewan is lacking in Early

Woodland cultures such as those found in southern Ontario, the Middle Woodland

period is represented by Laurel materials, and the Late Woodland period is represented

by Blackduck and the Selkirk remains.

5.2 Laurel 43 B.C. to A.D. 1340, Manitoba

Laurel assemblages are defined by the presence of toggle headed harpoons

made from antler, hafted beaver incisors, cold-hammered native copper tools, a wide

range of projectile point types, unusually high frequencies of side and end scrapers, and

Laurel tradition ceramics (Janzen 1968:101; Wright 1967:93). Laurel tradition ceramic

vessels were coil-constructed, conical in shape, with poorly defined neck and shoulder

areas, and smooth exterior surfaces. Their main geographical focus appears to centre

on areas in the boreal forest, where the boreal forest interfaces with the aspen parkland,

the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Forest, and the Manitoba Lowlands (Figure 5.1),

however Laurel recoveries are known as far south as Michigan (Wright 1999:725).

These areas are very diverse in floral and faunal species, having a wide range of

resources available for exploitation (Meyer and Hamilton 1994:98).
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Waters, and Manitoba regions. Several attempts have been made to define regional

(typological) and temporal phases. For more information on these issues the reader is

referred to Reid and Rajnovich (1991), Stoltman (1974) and Lugenbeal (1976).

The origins of the Laurel tradition are unclear. There are no strong indications

of it evolving from a single, existing group, or that it was created by the melding of

several different groups. For an in-depth discussion of a possible Laurel-Hopwellian

relationship the reader is referred to Lugenbeal (1976), and Wright (1999:728-729).

Radiocarbon dates for Laurel components are numerous. Reid and Rajnovich

(1991 :205-206) made the first attempts to compile the radiocarbon data from all Laurel

research to date. Their findings indicate that the Boundary Waters area contains the

earliest known expression of Laurel with date ranges from ca 200 B.C. - A.D. 0, which

they have referred to as the Developmental period. Extensions into the Lake Superior

region, and Manitoba occurred ca. A.D. 0-200 and have been referred to as the Initial

Extension of Influence period. Next came the Expansionary period extending from ca.

A.D. 200-800, followed by the Retrenchment period from A.D. 800 - 1200 (Reid and

Rajnovich 1991 :206). It is possible that expansions into other territories were spurred

on by a warming climatic episode which would have provided more abundant

resources (Meyer and Hamilton 1994: 112).

Recently, the author has undertaken a project which updates Reid and

Rajnovich's compilation of dates with the purpose of adding radiocarbon data

published (and some unpublished) since this last publication. Included in the study is a

critical evaluation of the radiocarbon data with regard to sample selection, dating

errors, and dating anomalies. These dates were then calibrated using a computer

application called Calib 3.1c, developed by Paula Reimer. The study resulted in an

alteration of Reid and Rajnovich's (1991:205-206) periods. The presence of Laurel in
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the Boundary Waters region is now thought by the author to extend from cal. BC 43 to

cal. AD 1403, and in the Superior Region from cal. BC 398 to cal. A.D. 900. Laurel in

the Manitoba region lasted from cal. AD 749 to cal. AD 1314 (Pentney 1997).

In 1991, Reid and Rajnovich (1991) proposed the 'Saskatchewan Composite' as

a way of expressing the regionality of the most westerly occurrences of Laurel.

Brandzin-Low (1997:228) has rejected this, stating that the recoveries of Laurel

associated artifacts in Saskatchewan do not fulfill Syms' (1977) definition of a

composite, and that the ceramic vessels recovered are lacking in diversity, and should

be considered a part of the Manitoba Lakes Composite.

5.2.1 Laurel in Saskatchewan

Laurel investigations in Saskatchewan did not commence until the mid-20th

century, when Richard MacNeish and Harry Moody first noted Laurel ceramics at

Amisk Lake (Meyer 1983a:6). James Brown was the next archaeologist to venture into

northern Saskatchewan. In 1960 and 1961 he investigated sites around Lac La Ronge,

and the Sturgeon-Weir River and found Laurel ceramics in both areas (Meyer 1983a:6)

. Also in 1961, Tom and Alice Kehoe conducted archaeological field-work in the

north. They excavated at the Spruce Rapids site in an effort to expand on MacNeish's

earlier findings at that site (Meyer 1983a:6). That same year, excavations were carried

out along the Churchill River by Dale Russell and Dennis Anderson. The latter project

was part of the Glacial Lake Agassiz study undertaken by Zenon Pohorecky of the

University of Saskatchewan (Meyer 1983a:7).

The most extensive archaeological investigation conducted in northern

Saskatchewan took place in 1973 and 1974. During these years, the Saskatchewan

Power Corporation initiated environmental studies along the Churchill (River in
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preparation for the construction of a hydroelectric dam at Wintego Lake. A lengthy 95

kilometre stretch of the river from Wintego Lake to Drinking Falls, as well as the entire

Reindeer River was surveyed. This survey resulted in the identification of many

archaeological sites, seven of which contained Laurel ceramics (Meyer 1983a:7).

In 1976, Meyer supervised a survey of the proposed Nipawin reservoir. This

project was then expanded in 1981-85 and termed the "Nipawin Reservoir Heritage

Study" (Meyer 1983a:7). A few more Laurel sites were found in the course of this

work. Considerable investigations have been conducted along the upper Saskatchewan

River valley in the Nipawin reservoir area, and yet Laurel ceramics have only been

recovered from the River House, Peterson Creek, and Crown sites

(Brandzin-Low 1997:46). As a result, Meyer (l983a:8) has proposed that the

Saskatchewan River Valley forms the southernmost extent of Laurel in the province.

Although Laurel ceramics are found abundantly in the Manitoba portion of the

Saskatchewan River delta, very little has been recovered from that section of the delta

in Saskatchewan.

Farther north, Laurel artifacts have been recovered from the Amisk Lake region

where diagnostic recoveries were collected from four sites. Amisk Lake has been the

focus of intense archaeological investigations by Harry Moody, R.S. MacNeish, and

Thomas and Alice Kehoe (Meyer 1983a:9). Most of the Laurel sites presently known

in Saskatchewan are concentrated around the Churchill, Sturgeon-Weir Rivers, and

Reindeer Rivers, and the Saskatchewan River (Brandzin-Low 1997:48). The

occurrence of Laurel ceramics in the Brabant Lake area may give hints as to their travel

routes between the Churchill River, and Reindeer Lake. Table 5.1 summarizes Laurel

components in northern Saskatchewan.
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Table 5.1: Summary of sites in Saskatchewan with Laurel Pottery

Site Name Borden Investigator(s) Cultures No. Laurel
Number Present Vessels

Represented
Limestone GcMn-4 Moody, MacNeish Laurel, 4

Point Selkirk,
Blackduck

Franklin GdMo-2 Moody, MacNeish Laurel, 2
Selkirk

Spruce Rapids GdMo-5 Brown, Moody, Laurel, 6
MacNeish, Mayer- Selkirk

Oakes, T & A Keyhoe
Jimmy Sewap GeMm-3 Moody, MacNeish, Selkirk, 1

Herbert Laurel
River House FhNc-6 Meyer, Carter Laurel 2
Chechaiges GgMr-5 Moody, Brown Laurel unknown

Island
Balcony GgMr-8 Brown, Moody Laurel 1
Quarry

Koehler's GgMr-13 Brown Laurel unknown
Point

Pelican GgMr-14 Moody, Brown Laurel unknown
Narrows
Rocky GgMs-4 Brown Laurel unknown

Narrows
Waiting GhMr-2 Brown Laurel unknown
Narrows

Crooked Rock GhMr-3 Brown Laurel unknown
Narrows

Sucker Head GgMq-4 Brown Laurel unknown
Souris Point G1Mn-5 Anderson, Russell Laurel unknown

Sfe Russell Laurel unknown
Sturgeon GiMn-1 Russell Laurel, unknown

Creek Selkirk
Smoky GjMr-37 Meyer Laurel, unknown

Morning Selkirk
Frog Portage GiMv-1 Moody Laurel, unknown

Selkirk,
Blackduck

First Spruce GiMv-20 Smailes Laurel unknown
Michael Site GiMw-32 CRA (Churchill River Laurel, unknown

Archaeological Study) Selkirk
Lion's Roar GiMx-9 CRA Laurel unknown

Slippery Rock GiNa-27 CRA Laurel unknown
Low Branches GiNb-43 CRA Laurel unknown

Boot Liners GiNb-41 CRA Laurel, unknown
Selkirk

Joe's Nose GiNb-31 CRA Laurel unknown
Live Spruce GkMs-17 CRA Laurel unknown
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Channel Two HaMs-II CRA Laurel, unknown
Selkirk

Ulricksen HcMi-5 Meyer Laurel, one
Selkirk,

Blackduck
Nemeiben GhNg-I Laurel, one

Selkirk
William GgNh-4 Brown Laurel unknown

Sanderson
Peterson Creek FhNb-72 Laurel two

Site
Crown Site
River House FhNc-6 Meyer and Carter Laurel unknown

Site
Narrows FlNn-6 Gryba Laurel unknown

5.2.2 Laurel Recoveries at Brabant Lake

Two sites at Brabant Lake (GIMw-4 and GIMw-1 0) yielded diagnostic Laurel

recoveries. No decoration was present on any of the sherds (e.g. Figure 5.2).

Assignment to the Laurel tradition was based on the smoothness of the exterior surface,

and the presence of coil breaks. The lack of stratigraphy in the Brabant area was

clearly illustrated in that the Laurel ceramics were recovered from varying depths

across the site, from surface finds to 10 cm below the surface. The plainness of the

recovered sherds may indicate an affiliation with the Laurel Plain ceramic typology;

however, the sample size is too small to make anything but tentative suggestions. The

recovered rims are straight in profile, and undecorated. Table 5.2 illustrates the

distribution of Laurel ceramic recoveries at the Doerksen Bay locale.

Table 5.2: Laurel Recoveries from Brabant Lake

Site Rim Rim/ Neck Shoulder Neck! Body Basal Vessels
Sherds neck Sherds Sherds Shoulder Sherds Sherds Represented

Sherds Sherds
GIMw-4 0 0 0 0 0 95 0 unknown

GIMw-IO 3 5 0 0 0 19 5 2

The Laurel occupations in the study area are small, and both were found along

the shore of Brabant Lake, a known water transportation route. The characteristics of

the Laurel components in the study area may reflect Wiersum and Tisdale's (1977: 142)
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significant Laurel component somewhere in the region, perhaps to the north, or further

along the documented transportation routes if the Brabant sites represent portage or

transient camps.

5.3 Blackduck A.D. 700 to A.D. 1000

The term 'Blackduck' refers to a cultural unit which first appears in the

Boundary Waters and northern Minnesota region (Figure 25) during the Late

Woodland period (Meyer 1983: 162-163). Geographically, Blackduck ware spans

northwestern Ontario, northern Minnesota, Manitoba, and, sporadically, the eastern

boreal forest regions of Saskatchewan (Meyer et al. 1999). This group which made

Blackduck pottery is typified by an adaptation to boreal forest and boreal/aspen

parkland environments, a proficiency for constructing large, globular ceramic vessels,

and a mound-building (or at times re-using the Laurel burial mounds) funerary practice

exhibited primarily in the Boundary Waters region (Meyer and Hamilton 1994: 112

114).

Characteristically, Blackduck vessels are globular with constricted necks.

Decorations are elaborate and include punctates and cord-wrapped tool impressions.

Other aspects of the material culture are known to consist of end and side scrapers,

awls, tubular pipes, fleshers, copper beads, gouges made from beaver incisors,

harpoons and bone projectile points. The stone projectile points are triangular and can

be notched or unnotched (Syms 1977: 104).

The subsistence strategy associated with Blackduck ceramics varies according

to geographic location. Pettipas (1980: 150) has postulated that the aspen parkland

regions were utilized primarily for the purpose of procuring bison. Evidence of this

type of subsistence activity has come from the Stott, Gompf, and Brockington sites, all
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communal bison kill sites located in southern Manitoba (Nicholson 1996:72). In boreal

forest sites faunal remains associated with Blackduck ceramics include fish, migratory

waterfowl, beaver, bear, moose and woodland caribou. Wild rice was also utilized

whenever available (Nicholson 1996:72). The time period associated with Blackduck

is thought to have been characterized by a warming trend, leading to the possibility that

populations may have increased due to more available resources

(Meyer and Hamilton 1994: 112).

Like Laurel, the origins of Blackduck are as yet unknown, although

Dawson (1981 :39) suggests that Blackduck and Laurel evolved from the same

southeastern base, and that the mixing of decorative attributes on vessels in northern

Ontario, northern Minnesota, and Manitoba were the result of culture contact

(Dawson 1981:39). Syms (1977:106) Hlady (1970), and Lenius and Olinyk (1990)

proposed that Laurel and Blackduck were separate entities with no early ties, while

Lugenbeal (1976:628) concluded that Blackduck evolved in situ out of Laurel ceramic

styles in northern Minnesota. Other researchers feel that there was an evolutionary

relationship between Laurel and Blackduck. This was postulated after the recovery of

pottery which exhibited Blackduck form, but Laurel decoration. Such vessels have

been recovered at the Potato Island and the Job sites in northwest Ontario (Gordon

1985: 162).

Chronologically, (classic) Blackduck is currently thought to have begun at ca

A.D. 700 and persisted until ca A.D. 1000 (Lenius and Olinyk 1990:78-82).

Syms (1980: 136) has correlated site distributions with radiocarbon dates: "The

distribution of Blackduck sites and associated dates indicate that the Blackduck

populations spread across the Boreal Forest into the Aspen Parkland of southern

Manitoba".
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5.3.1 Blackduck in Saskatchewan

Blackduck ceramics are not common in Saskatchewan. A total of ten sites

across the province have revealed a Blackduck presence, represented by a mere 17

vessels (Meyer et al. 1999: 168). These sites are mostly located within the boreal forest

region of Saskatchewan, with the exception of the Hanson and Hokness sites, which

are located just south of the forest edge. Other sites containing Blackduck ceramics

include the Ulricksen, Nistowiak Lake, Frog Portage, Sandy Bay, Denare Beach,

Limestone Point, Mollberg, and Goldsworthy sites (Meyer et al. 1999: 168).

The relationship between Laurel and Blackduck components in Saskatchewan

is unclear. Meyer (1983a:21, and 1999: 170) points out that the distribution of

Blackduck components in Saskatchewan echos that of sites containing Laurel

components. He (1999: 170~ 1983a:21) has stated that the few recoveries of Blackduck

pottery in Saskatchewan may indicate vessels were being traded into the region, or

were brought in by individuals marrying into local Laurel bands, and may not represent

actual Blackduck occupations.

In general, Blackduck ceramics from Saskatchewan differ from those found to

the east and south in that the walls are thicker, the paste more poorly consolidated, and

the grit temper coarser. In addition to these differences, the typical decorative trait of

vertical brushing of the neck present on much of the Blackduck ceramics found

elsewhere is absent in all Blackduck ceramics found in Saskatchewan (Meyer et al.

1999: 169). Meyer, Hanna, and Frey (1999: 169) have more recently stated that

"...potsherds from two adjacent sites in the Birch HillslMuskoday area make it likely

that a cultural group making Blackduck ware was indeed resident in central and

northern Saskatchewan. This possibility is supported by the fact that Blackduck

vessels throughout the Saskatchewan forests are quite consistent in their ware
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attributes".

Meyer, Hanna and Frey (Meyer 1999: 171) have postulated that the presence of

Blackduck ceramics in the boreal forest regions of northern Saskatchewan is the result

of an expansion of people making Blackduck ceramics from Manitoba. This was

proposed on the basis of the general adherence to mainstream Blackduck stylistic

attributes. Had the pottery style moved into the area as a result of culture contact and

stimulus diffusion, variants in decoration would have been expected.

5.3.2 Site distribution in Saskatchewan

The general trend of Blackduck recoveries places the sites at proposed

"ingathering" sites. The Ulricksen, Frog Portage, Limestone Point, Mollberg and

Goldsworthy sites are all thought to have been locations of regular gatherings where

religious ceremonies were celebrated, trade conducted, and social activities such as

marriages were performed (Meyer et aI. 1999: 170). It is important to note that

Blackduck recoveries from these gathering places are very few in number compared to

the quantity of ceramic recoveries of Selkirk wares (Meyer 1999: 170).

Ingathering sites in Saskatchewan have been noted in the literature as far back

as the 1860's when Hind (1860: 123-4) noted "...Crees, Ojibways, and Swampys,

belonging to the great body of Wood Indians, assemble in the spring of the year to

celebrate their medicine feasts and other ceremonies...". Eleanor Leacock described

even earlier in gatherings in eastern Canada:
Before considering aggregations in greater detail, however, it is necessary to
determine which Northern Algonquian social units were important for these
gatherings. In an analysis of some of the earliest (seventeenth-century)
historical information on social groupings among Northern Algonquians, the
"Montagnais-Naskapi" of Quebec and Labrador, Eleanor Leacock (1969: 10-11)
identified the band as a named group that ranged from one hundred fifty to
three hundred persons. Known as "tribes" or "nations" to the Jesuit
Missionaries (ibid.: 10), the bands were composed of smaller social units, whose
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members lived in relative isolation through the winter (Meyer and Thistle 1995:
407)

In short, this band was divided into smaller wintering units, but every spring the units

composing the band amalgamated for a few weeks (Meyer and Thistle 1995:408).

Blackduck ceramics were not recovered from any sites in the Brabant locale.

This synopsis is important to include because the presence of Blackduck components in

sites in the area is possible. Brabant Lake is located within the geographic extent of

other Blackduck assemblages.

5.4 The Selkirk Composite

The term "Selkirk composite" is an archaeological construct that was developed

to refer to archaeological assemblages found in a large area of western interior Canada.

Sites of the Selkirk composite share the same pottery ware and similar tool

assemblages throughout a vast geographic area extending from northern Ontario

through to the western edge of northern Saskatchewan (Figure 5.3), and lasting from ca

A.D. 1100 to 1750. Originally defined by R.S. MacNeish (1958) based on the

recoveries from six sites in southeastern Manitoba, the Selkirk concept has evolved

into a composite that includes four complexes, and a spatial distribution that includes

three provinces.

5.4.1 The Evolution of the Concept of the Selkirk Composite

Since the term "Selkirk" was first used to embrace a series of similar

archaeological assemblages in the 1950's, the term and concept have undergone radical

revisions by subsequent researchers. Originally, Selkirk "focus" pottery was identified

as Winnipeg River Fabric Impressed Ware (WRFIW). This ware was composed of

three different pottery types: Alexander Fabric Impressed, Sturgeon Falls Fabric
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"phases", replacing the terms "focus" and "phase" with "complex"

(Meyer and Russell 1987:4). The term 'complex' is defined as: " ...the total expression

of a number of assemblages left by the same group over a sufficiently narrow time
\

period that the cultural expressions undergo only minor changes.. Jt represents the

remains of a group with a shared lifestyle, the same overall tool kit, the same

technological skills and preferences, and the same typological and technological

attributes" (Syms 1977:70). The Selkirk complexes differ from each other because of

differences in the percentages of various pottery types. At a symposium during the

1977 annual Association of Manitoba Archaeologists meeting, Syms' taxonomic

system was accepted as being suitable for Selkirk (MacLean 1995:77).

The reclassifications continued in 1980 when Dickson's (1980:51) publication

proposed the abandonment of the term 'Winnipeg River Fabric Impressed Ware' and

its replacement with 'Selkirk Ware'. In 1981, Meyer (1981:27) proposed the

replacement of the term 'horizon' with Syms' 'composite', which is defined as "... a

number of complexes which share a set of traits, both technological and stylistic, that

may be conceived as being sufficiently similar to indicate a common and recent

ancestry but sufficiently different that micro evolutionary changes have taken place"

(Syms 1977:71). This was further supported by Rajnovich and Reid (1978) who also

adopted the term 'Selkirk Composite' in their writing.

The terminology became problematic as sites in southeastern Manitoba and

northwestern Ontario had been assigned to the 'Selkirk complex'. To avoid the

confusion of having 'Selkirk' used at two different taxonomic levels, Rajnovich

renamed the Selkirk complex as the Winnipeg River complex

(Meyer and Russell 1987:5). The Winnipeg River complex has since been removed

from the Selkirk composite by Lenius and Olinyk (1990). Therefore, the four currently

accepted regional Selkirk complexes are Clearwater Lake, Kame Hills, Pehonan, and
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Kisis (Meyer, personal Communication; Paquin 1999). The complexes are discussed

individually below.

5.5 Complexes of the Selkirk Composite

5.5.1 Clearwater Lake Complex

The Clearwater Lake complex was originally defined by Hlady (1970, 1971),

and the concept was based mostly materials from the Clearwater Lake site

(Meyer 1981; Paquin 1995), north of The Pas, Manitoba. One of its main defining

features was the presence of Clearwater Lake Punctate type vessels, but it also included

rare recoveries of the Alexander Fabric Impressed type (Meyer and Russell 1987: 11).

Hlady recognized the similarities between Clearwater Lake Punctate pottery and the

Selkirk pottery from southeastern Manitoba, but felt that there were enough differences

to keep them as separate archaeological entities. Originally, Clearwater Lake Punctate

had been categorized into 25 different modes based on differences in decorative

attributes (Hlady 1970: 112). These classifications met with disapproval: " ...there is

little doubt that Hlady's modes are an artificial construct and that their relationship to

actual cultural categories of the prehistoric Algonkians who produced them is

problematic" (Meyer 1978:9).. Dickson (1983) re-evaluated this and re-categorized

the pottery into 12 combinations of decoration. This was meant to replace Hlady's 25

modes.

Chronologically the Clearwater Lake complex lasted from ca. A.D. 1300 into

the A.D. 1600's (Meyer and Russell 1987:12). It extends spatially from Saskatchewan

to as far east as the Albany River. In the eastern areas there is evidence in the pottery

of a mixing of Selkirk and Blackduck traits (Meyer and Russell 1987: 12;

MacLean 1995:99).
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The Clearwater Lake complex assemblages are characterized by ground celt

blades (Meyer 1983: 165), a limited range of lithic raw materials which focused on

quartz, small side-notched and triangular projectile points, endscrapers, sidescrapers,

spokeshaves and biface knives.

Clearwater Lake Punctate pottery is globular in form with constricted necks and

vertical to excurvate rims. This type of pottery is distinctive because of a single row of

punctates which is present around the lower rim or the neck of the vessel.

Dickson (1980) also inc.ludes in the definition vessels with double rows of punctates.

Other decorative techniques include incisions and cord-wrapped tool impressions on

the lips (Hlady 1970; Meyer 1983: 165). Clearwater Lake Punctate type pottery

dominates assemblages within this complex; however, all Selkirk complex assemblages

have this pottery type represented.

5.5.2 Kame Hills Complex

This complex was defined from the results of an archaeological project around

the Kame Hills area at the north end of Southern Indian Lake, in northern Manitoba

(Dickson 1980), though its geographical boundaries extend beyond this area (MacLean

1995:90; Meyer and Russell 1987: 12). Meyer and Russell (1987: 15) argue it began

around A.D. 1100/1200, and lasted through to the 1700's. Dickson (1980: 18) reports

ages spanning from A.D. 850 to A.D. 1750.

Dickson (1980: 151) noted that the assemblages in the Kame Hills area were

similar to Clearwater Lake assemblages, but were sufficiently different in the ceramic

component to propose a new complex. This complex is also characterized by

recoveries of Clearwater Lake Punctate and Alexander Fabric Impressed pottery types

(Meyer and Russell 1987: 12). In addition to the ceramic pots other items such as plates,
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bowls and cups were recovered (Dickson 1980:70). Some vessels appeared to have a

sand or organic temper as opposed to crushed granite which is a more common

characteristic of Selkirk ware (Hlady 1970). Characteristically, the vessels from this

complex are textile impressed and are decorated with cord wrapped tool impressions,

incising, punctates (often in multiple rows), and lip impressions made with a black

spruce twig, which Dickson (1980:60) has termed 'piceated'.

One of the most distinctive recoveries from the Kame Hills complex

assemblages is ceramic plates. These plates are quite numerous and yet their function

is unclear, and quite debated. The presence of small drilled holes through the bottom

have rendered many of them unusable for serving stews, soups or anything with a

liquid base. It has been suggested that they were used for serving dry goods, or

perhaps used as a pan to dehydrate food items. One suggestion poses possible links to

the more northerly Inuit in saying that the plates with their small drilled holes might be

oil lamps. The holes would be for the wick (Wood and Wasnick 1976:46). This is

debated, though, as there are no other indications of culture contact with the north

(Dickson 1983).

5.5.3 Pehonan Complex

The Pehonan complex was defined as the result of surveys done along the

Saskatchewan River prior to, and during, the construction of the Nipawin hydroelectric

dam. Originally the pottery from this region had been classified as Clearwater Lake

complex (Meyer and Russell 1987:15). Following the survey, Meyer (1981) noted that

there were sufficient differences between ceramics recovered from this region and

Clearwater Lake complex ceramics, to warrant the recognition of a new complex.

The Pehonan complex appears to represent a blending of boreal forest and
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grassland material cultures. Meyer (1981 :29) suggests that the people of the Pehonan

complex were once among those who produced the Clearwater Lake complex, but

moved further west and southwest where they interacted with Plains populations.

Many Pehonan sites illustrate a preference for river valleys in the southern edge of the

boreal forest in east-central Saskatchewan. This settlement pattern may indicate a

heavy reliance on fishing for subsistence, at least seasonally (Meyer 1983: 168).

There are two main pottery types represented in Pehonan sites: Francois

Punctate and Clearwater Lake Punctate. Francois Punctate vessels differ from

Clearwater Lake Punctate only in the presence of angled shoulders which are

sometimes decorated. These angled, decorated shoulders are also found on the

Mortlach pottery, of the grasslands to the south. Thus these vessels illustrate a

syncretism of northern forest and southern plains influences (Meyer 1983: 167). Plains

influences are also indicated by the presence of Plains side-notched points

(Meyer 1983: 167).

Pehonan sites are quite large, suggesting higher numbers of inhabitants who

were seasonally quite sedentary. Paquin notes: "The sites from the Nipawin region

appear to be open water aggregation locales suggestive of a seasonal occupation of the

southern boreal forest in the spring and summer" (Paquin 1995:57). The winter was

possibly spent deeper in the boreal forest with more of an emphasis put on moose and

caribou subsistence (Meyer and Epp 1990:335). Food resources would be more scarce

during the winter months; therefore, the main band probably broke into smaller family

units (Meyer and Thistle 1995).

The Pehonan complex appeared ca A.D. 1300 and persevered until ca. A.D.

1700. The termination of Pehonan would seem to be contemporaneous with the onset

of the fur trade in Saskatchewan (Meyer and Russell 1987: 17); however, European
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artifacts have been recovered in association only with Pehonan assemblages at the

Bushfield West site (Meyer and Thistle 1995:411). Had the peoples of the Pehonan

complex interacted with fur traders, sites with proto-historic artifacts would perhaps be

more common.

5.5.4 Kisis Complex

The Kisis complex is the most northwestern representative of the Selkirk

composite, and is concentrated around the Kisis ChannellBuffalo Narrows region in

Saskatchewan (Paquin 1995: 10). The Ice House site yielded the most recoveries of

Kisis materials, and aided in defining this complex (Paquin 1995:14). Kisis has been

separated from the Clearwater Lake complex based on the ceramic attributes and the

restricted regional distribution of the recorded sites (Meyer and Russell 1987: 19) .

One of the hallmark traits of Kisis pottery is the presence of crushed grit

pressed onto the exterior of formed ceramic vessels. Other traits exhibited on Kisis

complex pottery include sharply inflected (angled) rims, S-shaped rim profiles, cord

wrapped tool decorated lips, and occasional ochre on the interior of the walls

(Paquin 1995: 12). The rim angles sometimes have fingernail pinches as decoration

which, initially, was mistaken as shoulder decoration because of the complex profile of

the pots (MacLean 1995:94).

The Kisis complex is thought to be on the later end of the Selkirk composite

chronology. The date range for the Kisis complex has been proposed by Meyer and

Russell (Meyer and Russell 1987: 19) as beginning around A.D. 1600 and continuing

until A.D. 1750, though no specific radiocarbon dates were given.
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5.5.5 Cultural Affiliations and Origins

The main consensus in Selkirk composite research states that the Selkirk people

were the ancestors to the historic Cree populations (Syms 1977, Meyer and Russell

1987, Paquin 1995, MacLean 1995 etc.). Although Hlady (1970:96) mentions that it

was formerly believed the Cree did not use pottery; MacNeish (1958) dispelled this

myth in his excavations of a historic Cree site in which an abundance of native pottery

was recovered. Wright (1971) cautions that although the Cree are thought to be the

descendants of the people who produced the Selkirk composite, it is important to note

that Selkirk pottery may have been made by other peoples as well, such as the northern

Nakota.

Given the similarities between Selkirk and Sandy Lake ware there may have

been some confusion in classifying pottery from this region. This ceramic similarity

may be the result of cultural interactions or a cultural relationship (Meyer and

Hamilton 1994, Rajnovich and Reid 1978, Taylor 1997). Meyer (1983: 165) also states

that there may be a correlation between Selkirk and the artisans who created the

pictographs commonly found in the north.

Several theories of Selkirk origins have been suggested. MacNeish (1958)

originally proposed that the people of the Selkirk composite moved into southeastern

Manitoba from adjacent Ontario. On the other hand, Wright (l97l) proposed that

Selkirk evolved in situ from a Laurel ancestor. Rajnovich and Reid (1978) continued

with this ,approach and stated that Selkirk developed in northern Manitoba from a

Laurel ancestor. Although the Kame Hills pottery is unique, as Meyer and Russell

(1987:22-24) have noted, if it is the original Selkirk material one would expect to see

some of the more intricate decorative attributes and ceramic styles in other locales, and:

"The Southern Indian Lake occupation appears as an isolated development on the
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fringes of the Selkirk culture area. It is much more likely that Selkirk originated in

environmentally richer areas, somewhat farther south"(Meyer and Russell 1987:22).

Meyer and Russell (1987:22) propose that Selkirk formed rapidly with influences from

Laurel, Blackduck, and perhaps even Avonlea, in central Manitoba, and then moved

south, north, east and west.

The result of almost half of a century of research and subsequent revisions is

the recognition that Selkirk ceramics vary from region to region, and Selkirk composite

is comprised of four different complexes. These complexes are: Kame Hills, Pehonan,

Kisis, and Clearwater Lake (Dickson 1980, Meyer 1981. Hlady 1970, Meyer and

Russell 1987).

5.5.6 The Selkirk Presence at Brabant Lake

Selkirk ceramics were recovered from five sites in the Brabant locale. All of

the sherds represent Clearwater Lake Punctate type ceramics with excurvate rims,

demarcated necks and gently rounded to sloping shoulders (Figure 5.4). The bodies of

the vessels all exhibit fabric impressions, and decoration is usually restricted to a single

row of punctates around the neck. Table 5.3 summarizes the ceramic recoveries at the

Doerksen Ba locale.

L..-.J
lem

Figure 5.4: GIMw3, Vessel 5. An Example of Clearwater Lake Punctate Pottery from the Area.
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Table 5.3: Clearwater Lake Punctate Vessels Recovered

Site Rim Rim! Neck Shoulder Neck! Body Miniature Vessels
Sherds neck Sherds Sherds Shoulder Sherds Vessel Represe-

Sherds Sherds Sherds nted
GIMw-2 10 0 4 6 0 1273 0 2
GIMw-3 190 0 71 17 7 3802 3 12
GIMw-4 31 4 13 2 1 4041 18 11
GIMw-6 14 3 120 1

GIMw-l0 56 5 27 4 3 2571 0 19
Total 301 9 118 29 11 11807 21 45

Twelve identified vessels were recovered from GIMw-3, three of which were

miniature vessels. For a summary of the metrics and mineralogical characteristics of

the vessels the reader is referred to Hanna (1998: 17; 2000:23). The fabric impressions

generally continue to the top of the lip, and the lips are usually flat and the profiles

straight, to slightly T-shaped (Hanna 1998: 17-20). The temper used in the construction

of the vessels was most likely fire-cracked rock, or naturally degraded rock. This is

evidenced by the sub-angular to sub-rounded form of the temper grains (Hanna 1998

:21).

Evidence is clear that the ceramics were damaged in the forest fires. Hanna

(1998:21) oserved:

The effects of the [forest]fire are evident in thin-section as well as in hand specimen.

Biotite and hornblend crystals are almost entirely decomposed or vitrified, indicating

temperatures well in excess of 9000 C. The paste is oxidized through the entire width

of the section; there are no firing rims, unoxidized cores, or use rims visible. Both

paste and iron-:rich nodules are very red. All these factors indicate conditions of

abundant oxygen and high temperatures maintained over an extended period.

Other recoveries included miniature ceramic vessels and clay pipe bowls. The

miniature vessels were recovered from GIMw-3 and GIMw-4. These vessels also

matched the Clearwater Lake Punctate type in form and decoration.

Ten sherds thought to belong to two different clay pipe bowls were recovered
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from GIMw-10. Both bowls have been partially reconstructed. One bowl is smoothed

and undecorated. The other also has a smoothed surface, but with two vertically

incised lines. A clay pipe was recovered from the Kame Hills site (Dickson 1980:50)

(see page 46 in Dickson for an illustration). The pipe was assigned to the Clearwater

Lake phase because of its association with other Clearwater Lake vessels. The pipe is

clearly hand made in that the sides are uneven and it has a row of small punctates. The

two pipe bowls recovered from GIMw-10 are very smooth and were precisely made.

All ten sherds were recovered from unit 10N/6E, and from depths ranging from 0-2, to

8-10 cm below the surface. As Laurel, Selkirk, and Post Contact period artifacts were

also recovered from each of these depths it is difficult to assign a cultural affiliation to

these pipes.

Radiocarbon dates were obtained from cooking residues from vessels from

GIMw-6 and GIMw-4. GIMw-6 returned a radiocarbon age of 680 ± 60 BP (TO

8777). This date calibrates to a two-sigma age range of 1240 to 1400 A.D., with a

100% probability. GIMw-4 returned a radiocarbon age of 390 ± 60 BP (TO-8776).

This date calibrates to a two-sigma age range of 1415-1645 A.D., with a 100%

probability.

5.6 Summary

Laurel ceramics are present in the eastern half of northern Saskatchewan, but

the nature of these occupations is not clear.. Ceramics diagnostic of the Laurel tradition

have been recovered as far west as Prince Albert National Park in Saskatchewan, as far

east as the Manitoba border, north to the southernmost end of Reindeer Lake, and south

to the Saskatchewan River. Laurel is represented at Brabant Lake; however, the

recoveries were sparse and there are no decorations visible on any of the rim sherds.
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The Selkirk composite is well represented at several sites in the study area. A

total of 45 vessels are represented from four sites. Recoveries of fired clay lumps at

GIMw-3, GIMw-4 and GIMw-10 indicate that ceramic production was among the

activities of these site areas. Most of the vessels were characterized by fabric

impressed exteriors; however, six vessels, including all of the miniature vessels, had

smoothed surfaces. All of the vessels recovered have been assigned to the Clearwater

Lake Punctate type of the Selkirk Composite, and the site assemblages, therefore, are

identified as Clearwater Lake complex.
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6.0 Contemporary and Post Contact Occupations of the
Area

6.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the postcontact era and the nature of Post Contact

human use the study area has seen. The contemporary occupation and use by the

McKenzie family as well as other inhabitants of Brabant Village is dealt with first, then

the chapter delves into the recent past, and then the Fur Trade era.

6.2 Contemporary Use of Doerksen Bay

The Aboriginal Cree presence in the Doerksen Bay area is strong. Figure 3.1

shows the locations of cabins that are presently used by the McKenzie family. The bay

is used by the family for recreation, family gatherings, hunting, trapping and fishing

(Hanna and Pentney 1999:4). At the south end of Doerksen Bay several cabins are still

in active use, others have been unused for a while, while the remains of older ones can

be found on the southwestern-most corner of the bay (Figure 6.1). These remains have

been attributed to a small settlement that was occupied during the 1930's and 40's

(Hanna 1998: 12).

6.1.1 Travel Corridors:

Doerksen Bay has long been a travel corridor for people travelling between

Reindeer Lake and the Churchill River (Figure 6.1). The route runs through West and

East Knight Bays on Brabant Lake, and the Wapiskau River into Steephill Lake, on the
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Reindeer River. From there, a canoe can head either south to the lower Churchill

River, or north into Reindeer Lake (Hanna 1998:4). An old winter freight road that

linked La Ronge to Southend followed this route. Stables for travellers along the

freight road had been established at the south end of Doerksen Bay and on the island

where Sally Milne has her cabin (Figure 3.1) (Hanna and Pentney 1999:4-5). Reindeer

Lake could also be accessed via the north end of Brabant Lake to Sucker Lake, and

various portages to the west side of Deep Bay (Hanna and Pentney 1999:5). Macoun

Lake could also be accessed by travelling the entire length of Brabant, then through

Waddy, Nistoassini and Nayelles lakes (Hanna and Pentney 1999:5).

6.2 Recent History

Doerksen Bay has had a long history of fur trading activities ranging from

trapping and seasonal camping, to year round habitation, and also seasonal movements

of trappers heading from Stanley Mission to points further north of Doerksen Bay. The

last three generations of the McKenzie family have trapped and camped along its

shores. Indeed, the eldest surviving generation of the family was born and raised on

the lake.

Sid Keighley, a Hudson's Bay Company tripper ran a small HBC outpost on

Brabant Lake in the first half of the 20th Century (Hanna and Pentney 1999:4). In

Keighley's (1988) book, Trader, Tripper, Trapper, he writes about trading at

"Weposkawihsakehikun". This translates as Bumtwood Lake, which is Brabant's

traditional Cree name (Hanna and Pentney 1999:4). When we searched the area, no

evidence could be found of the former outpost.
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directed its missionary activities along the waterways which formed the well

established routes of the fur trade. The general pattern was to establish missions as

models of nucleated and permanent settlement near trading posts or at native gathering

places (Churchill 1999:38). A school, dwelling house and church were built at a

central location from which missionaries undertook the religious conversion of adults

and the collection of children for schooling. The first mission sites were often located

in the vicinity of established fur trading posts with the houses forming the Indian

settlement adjacentto the main mission buildings and cultivated fields (Churchill

1999:38).

The HBC was not in favour of setting up missions in Rupert's Land since the

missionaries encouraged First Nations peoples to give up their semi-nomadic lifestyle,

and their annual cycle of aggregation and dispersal, to establish permanent homes near

the mission. The HBC feared the impact this would have on the number of furs

brought in to trade (Hanna 2001 :7). Eventually, in 1845, the Hudson's Bay Company

granted permission to the CMS to establish a mission along the Churchill River

(Saskatchewan Natural Resources 1992). The first mission workers sent by the CMS

were James Beardy in 1845, and James Settee in 1846 (Tucker 1853: 165-6). They

were to begin educating the local First Nations in the Christian faith. In 1847 a mission

was established near the Rapid River HBC post by Settee. Its location on low-lying,

flood-prone ground proved to be unsuitable so the search began for higher ground that

would also support agricultural activities, fishing, and was on the main transportation

route (Hanna 2001:8). The irregular terrain in the area limited suitable sites

considerably, but eventually an area along the Churchill River was chosen (Hanna

2001:8). The location, Stanley Mission, lacked one criterion: it was not directly on the

main transportation route that passed through Rapid River (Cockburn 1990: 14, Kemp

1956:127). This may also have been the case in precontact times as Hanna (2001:7)
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states that very little in the way of precontact artifacts has been recovered from

archaeological investigations in the old Mission Village. The closest known precontact

occupation is known through archaeological data as being down-river at Nistowiak

Falls (Hanna 2001:7).

Stanley Mission was established in 1851 by Reverend Robert Hunt. Its purpose

was not only to introduce First Nations populations to Christianity, but also to

introduce them to a more sedentary way of life, and to eventually have the area's

spiritual needs served by First Nations clergymen. Farming and British moral and

social values were to be taught in the schools as well as the church (Saskatchewan

Natural Resources 1992). Although construction of the church did not begin until

1854, the parsonage, schoolhouse, warehouse, storeroom, barn, icehouse and

carpenters' shop were built between 1851 and 1854 (Saskatchewan Natural Resources

1992).

In 1853 the Hudson's Bay Company moved its post from Rapid River to the

south side of the river, directly across from the Mission. Eventually, people began to

centre around the HBC post on the south side of the river rather than around the

mission itself. By the time Harold Kemp (1956: 125) arrived at the Mission to run the

Revillon Freres post, the settlement was mostly centred around the Hudson's Bay

Company post: "Across the river were Indian houses and tents, then the Hudson's Bay

post; then more houses, another point, and still more houses". Reverend MacKay, who

presided over the mission from 1864 to 1877, mentioned repeatedly in his journals that

he travelled across the bay to visit with the HBC men and their families, visiting with

the ill as well and praying with them (Mackay 1963).

The population in Stanley Mission was fairly small, with the exception of the

gathering times when families would come into Stanley from their trap lines to trade
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and visit with friends and family. These ingathering times usually occurred around the

Christmas and Easter holidays, but have also been noted as occurring in Mayor June.

For Christmas service in 1870 Reverend J.A. MacKay noted in his journal that 66

students were in attendance. This was the largest congregation the Reverend recalled

seeing at that time (MacKay 1963:96). However, much of the population had left to

return to their trap lines by early January of 1871.

At Easter in 1871 (April 9th), 67 people were in the congregation. By the 23rd

of that month the trappers had all dispersed back to their trapping areas. In May of that

same year First Nations trappers and their families again amalgamated at Stanley

Mission. During this gathering two marriages were performed (May 29th), and 60

people attended the school. On June 4th the Reverend notes that there were a total of 88

people in his congregation (MacKay 1963: 100-102). During this time smallpox had

made its way into northern Saskatchewan, ravaging the First Nations population

(MacKay 1963). The HBC had hired a physician (Dr. MacKay) to travel to each of the

Company establishments in the region to vaccinate the First Nations people in order to

prevent further deaths, and thus a slowing down of the fur trade (MacKay 1963). In

February of 1871, Reverend MacKay made a trip to TIe a la Crosse and by chance met

up with the Doctor. On Wednesday February 8, 1871 the Reverend notes in his

journal:

...Dr. MacKay a medical officer in the Company's service arrived yesterday [at Isle a

la Crosse] with the express. He has been on a professional tour from Mackenzie River

through parts of the Athabasca, English River, and Sascatchewan [sic] Districts to

introduce vaccination at the different forts as the small pox has been raging in the

Sascatchewan [sic] District last year and there is danger of its spreading to other parts

of the country next summer. I was glad to obtain from him the means of introducing

vaccination among my people at Stanley... (MacKay 1963:98).

Nothing else is mentioned on this subject in MacKay's journal until June loth of that
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same year when he simply states: "...vaccination occurred..."(MacKay 1963: 103).

Although he did not elaborate on the comment at all, I presume it was the smallpox

vaccination he was referring to.

Reverend MacKay was often discouraged by the nomadic nature of both the

First Nation populations and the fur traders living near the Mission. "Easter Sunday

9th
• - Large congregation at both services and I feel sure that many entered with soul

and spirit into the services at Holy Communion several were in tears. 67 partook and

the offertory amount to .10-11 [pounds]. I feel often discouraged at seeing the empty

pews Sunday after Sunday while my people are away at their hunting grounds but a

Sabbath like this day makes up for many discouragements" (Mackay 1963: 100). His

efforts to convert people to Christianity are documented in his journal:
" ...After services this evening I read the Lieutenant Governor's Proclamation
respecting the transfer of the North West to Canada and explained to the people
the altered prospects of the country and the necessity of being prepared for any
changes that might be coming. I endeavoured to impress upon them that
Christianity alone could preserve the remnants of their race from extinction"
(Mackay 1963:99).

6.4 The Fur Trade: A Brief Overview

The fur trade began in central Canada in 1672 when the Hudson's Bay

Company built posts at Moose Factory (at the mouth of the Moose River), and Albany

House (at the mouth of the Albany River). Rupert's House and Fort Nelson/York

Factory were also completed by 1682 (Hudson's Bay Company 1934, Williams 1983,

Froehlich 2001). Furs were supplied to the forts in the summer when flotillas

(sometimes with as many as 250 canoes) of Cree and Nakota arrived at York Factory to

trade. At Churchill, the role of middleman trader was filled by the Dene, who travelled

by foot (Russell and Meyer 1999:33). Almost immediately, tensions began to mount

between the English Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) and French independent traders

who sought to follow the English example by attempting to establish trade networks in
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Hudson Bay. The result of the EnglishlFrench conflict over the rights to Hudson Bay

was 30 years of unrest. The conflict was finally settled by the Treaty of Utrecht in

1713, which once again granted England domination over the Hudson Bay area

(Williams 1983, Smythe 1968).

Not to be defeated, the independent traders found a more innovative way to

undermine the English fur trade. At the onset of the fur trade, furs were brought to the

coastal HBC posts by the native trappers or native middleman traders. This method

had worked quite well, and was very profitable for the HBC until some independent

traders, based in Quebec, moved inland and built posts along the major waterways.

This was done with the intention of trading directly with the trappers, thereby choking

off the flow of furs to the HBC. By the 1760s, the amount of furs being brought to the

coastal forts was so decreased that it nearly crippled the HBC financially (Williams

1983, Parker 1987, Meyer and Smailes 1975, Froehlich 2001).

The decrease in numbers of furs being traded at the coastal forts led to the

inland movement of the HBC and, in 1774, Cumberland House, the first western inland

HBC post was established by Samuel Hearne. A number of the independent Scottish

and French traders had merged their forces and were referring to themselves as the

Northwest Company as early as 1760. They responded to the presence of Cumberland

House by building several posts nearby in 1775 (Rich 1959:61). Immediately

following this, HBC posts were built in all areas that the NWC already had established

forts, mostly along the Churchill and Reindeer River systems (Meyer and Smailes

1975, Williams 1983, Froehlich 2001). Competition between the Hudson's Bay

Company and the North West Company in the early 1800s led to the establishment of

posts along the Churchill River and on Reindeer and Cree Lakes.

By 1821, the strife which had continued to grow between the HBC and the
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NWC had nearly crippled them both. The only feasible way to continue the fur trade in

the Canadian interior was for the two parties to merge. Keeping the HBC name, but

adopting several of the NWC policies and methodologies, the Company re-evaluated

its distribution of posts and began to regulate the fur trade industry. The result of these

modifications was a profitable, stable fur trade in Canada (Williams 1983). However,

after the union of the companies in 1821, the HBC maintained posts in what is now

northern Saskatchewan only on Reindeer Lake and in the StanleylLac La Ronge area

(Russell and Gibson 1997:5).

6.4.1 Fur Trade Presence and Exploration in Northern Saskatchewan

While the Hudson's Bay Company dominated the coastal fur trade in the late

1600s and early 1700s, it was the traders.out of Quebec that initially dominated the

inland fur trade (Steer 1977:25). In 1741, the French traders had established Fort

Dauphin (near present-day Dauphin, Manitoba), followed by posts located on the

Saskatchewan River at Cedar Lake (Fort Bourbon, 1741) and Fort Paskoyac (1751-58)

at present-day The Pas. They also established Fort des Prairies (1753-1757) on the

Saskatchewan River, north of present day Melfort in Saskatchewan (Steer 1977:25).

It was northern Saskatchewan that seems to have had the largest impact on the

fur trade in the mid 18th century. Until the Quebec traders managed to penetrate the

Athabasca region, the HBC fur trade was not overly affected by the presence of the

independent traders in the interior. That is to say, not affected enough to make the

Company change their policies on coastal trading, and relying on the Aboriginal

middlemen to bring furs to the Hudson's Bay coastal posts (Steer 1977:26). However,

between 1754 and 1774, HBC men began making trips inland to winter with Cree
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groups who had stopped travelling to the coast to trade their furs (Russell 1999:31).

In 1766, Louis Primeau was sent west along the Churchill and Beaver Rivers

from York Factory, under the employ of the Hudson's Bay Company. After wintering

in the area of the Churchill River he returned to York Factory in the spring with

bountiful furs of excellent quality. This continued until 1773 when Primeau deserted

the Company to work for the independent traders. His desertion impacted the

Company's fur acquisitions drastically, and left the entire area without representation

by the HBC. This, in concert with the drop in incoming furs from Aboriginal traders,

prompted the HBC to establish Cumberland House (Steer 1977:27-28).

Cumberland House (1774) was the first, and perhaps the most important,

Hudson's Bay Company fur trade post established in northern Saskatchewan; mostly

because, prior to its establishment, the HBC was not a direct threat to the French

traders. The encroachment of the HBC on the French traders' areas was a direct

influence which led to the amalgamation and consolidation of the Northwest Company

(Steer 1977:28). Cumberland House later became the main gateway to the northwest

through the Sturgeon-Weir River and the upper Churchill River, and thus on to the

Athabasca areas and Methe Portage (Russell and Meyer 1999:33). Recently, Froehlich

(2001) has completed a thesis on this post, specifically focusing on the faunal remains

recovered in archaeological excavation.

In 1774-75, the independent traders established Fort de Traite at Frog Portage,

beginning the skirmish to the Athabasca region. This was followed by building a post

in 1776 on De a la Crosse Lake, in the region of the very strategic Methe Portage. This

fort succeeded in intercepting former HBC clients on their way to Cumberland House

carrying some of the country's best quality furs (Steer 1977:28). Pond was the first

trader, and the first documented European, to cross over into the Athabasca drainage
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basin in 1778 by way of Methye Portage. As a result the Northwest Company

maintained control of the fur trade in the Athabasca drainage through Methye Portage

for 15 years (Steer 1977:31).

In continuing efforts to compete with the Northwest Company, the HBC

established Essex House at Green Lake, a post at lIe a la Crosse, Bedford House on

Reindeer Lake, and Nottingham House on Lake Athabasca (1802-06). The HBC,

however, was still overshadowed by the NWC (Steer 1977:38).

For a time there were three main fur trade presences in the Athabasca district -

the HBC, the NWC, and the XY Company. The XY Company was established in

1799/1800 when a group of independent traders and two others that had left the North

West Company joined forces. This company did not last long as a third major party

put too much strain on beaver supplies. The XY Company arrived in Athabasca in

1799, followed quickly by the HBC in 1802. Then, in 1804, the North West Company

merged with the XY company. The HBC withdrew from Athabasca in 1806, and the

HBC and North West Company merged in 1821 (Williams 1983). The Hudson's Bay

Company then had a monopoly on the western Canadian fur trade:
The monopoly of the Hudson's Bay Company lasted until 1849 when a court
ruled an acquittal against would-be independent traders for illegally trading.
Local populations saw this as an end to the HBC monopoly and soon small
trading outfits were opening up in various locations. Little is known of either
the small independent operators or the larger commercial firms. Yet by the late
1800s every community in the north that had a HBC post had at least one other
competitor, and often more. Both the HBC and its competitors established
central, permanent posts while smaller, more temporary outposts, usually
operated by local aboriginal people, were established at outlying locations. As
well, brief visits were made to more isolated groups several times a winter by
camp traders or runners. This system of outposts and camp traders began to
disappear in the 1920s as people moved into settlements around the main posts.
Finally, in 1987, the HBC itself sold off its northern posts and, after over 300
years, no longer traded in furs (Russell and Meyer 1999:33).

Examples of these new outfits include Stobart and Company which operated
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out of Prince Albert, Lamson and Hubbard out of Edmonton who traded in

northwestern Saskatchewan, and the Revillon Freres located out of Paris and Montreal

which opened a warehouse in Edmonton. Revillon Freres was absorbed by the HBC in

1936, but Lamson and Hubbard had been taken over by 1923 (Russell and Meyer

1999:33).

Between 1901-1904 the Prince Albert District was formed by the Hudson's Bay

Company. This district included posts at lie a la Crosse, Buffalo River, Clear Lake,

Montreal Lake, Lac la Ronge, Stanley Mission, The Pas, Cumberland House, Pelican

Narrows, Pukatawagan, South Deer Lake, Lac du Brochet (Reindeer Lake), Casimir

and Nuelton. These posts were all supervised by the Prince Albert headquarters (Innis

1930:368).

Although there were no fur trade posts directly on Doerksen Bay, or Brabant

Lake for that maUer, the fur trade was of utmost importance to the recent history of the

area. The posts which affected Brabant Lake most directly were probably those located

in Stanley Mission. There were, at one time during the early 1900's, three main

companies operating out of Stanley Mission. These were the Hudson's Bay Company,

the Revillon Freres, and for a short time, Lamson and Hubbard (Hanna, personal

communication, 2001).

6.4.2 Revillon Freres Company

The Revillon Freres began establishing posts in eastern Canada in 1902. By the

1920's, they were the fiercest competition for the HBC in northern Saskatchewan,

Manitoba, and Alberta (Cockburn 1990: 13).

Prince Albert held one of the two most important western administrative centres

of the Revillon Freres Company (the other being in Edmonton). Revillon posts at Isle a
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la Cross, Buffalo River, Portage La Loche, Souris River, Clear Lake, Montreal Lake,

Lac La Ronge, Stanley, The Pas, Cumberland House, Pelican Narrows, Pukatawagan,

South Deer Lake, Lac du Brochet, Casimir and Nuelton were all managed out of the

Prince Albert post (Sexe 1923: 19-80).

In Stanley Mission, there was a lot of tension between the men of the HBC and

the men of the Revillon Freres. While the HBC post was located across the bay from

the Mission and the Church, the Revillon post was established in the Mission

community. The men never consorted with employees of the rival company for

conversation or recreation (Cockburn 1990: 13).

In 1922, the Stanley Mission post was being run by H.S.M Kemp (Hanna

2001). In his book Northern Trader (1956) he does not go into detail regarding his life

at the Mission, or even about the day to day actions of the fur trade. The book does

mention travelling through 'Burntwood Lake' (Brabant Lake) on a couple of occasions

(Kemp 1956: 165,163,149). Brabant Lake is also mentioned under its traditional name

by A. Wallace Laird, a Scotsman, who worked under Kemp at the Revillon Freres post

in Stanley Mission (Cockburn 1990: 14).

The HBC had actually bought a controlling interest in the Revillon Freres

Company in 1926, but kept it around as it was thought to be healthy to have some

competition (Cockburn 1990:26). In 1927 the 'two companies' made an effort to

consolidate trade routes and reduce competition (Innes 1930:370). Finally, in 1936 the

HBC bought out the remaining partners of the Revillon Freres and shut the company

down (Cockburn 1990:26).
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the inside of the tang. The only letter that is clear enough to make out appears to be a

'W'. Dating the gun has also been problematic. At this point we can only deduce that

the gun is older than 1860; however, it may be as old as the early 1800's (Hanna and

Pentney 1999: 14).

6.6 Summary

Although Brabant Lake was not the site of any major trading post, it was an

important travel corridor throughout the Fur Trade period, and probably earlier times.

The fur trade most directly affected the area through the posts at Rapid River and, after

the establishment of the Anglican mission in 1850, the HBC post at Stanley Mission.

Artifact recoveries from GIMw- 2, 3, 4, and 10 reflect the presence of the fur trade

activities being conducted in the area. This is strongly supported by the presence of the

Northwest gun at GIMw-2, and trade beads from various sites.
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7.0 Discussion and Interpretations

7.1 Introduction

The Brabant Archaeological Project was an intensive survey encompassing an

area completely denuded of vegetation and organic soil matter. This advantageous set

of circumstances (for archaeology) allowed for site survey to be unhindered by limiting

sample biases. The result of this survey included the documenting of thirty-one

archaeological sites, and the subsequent excavation of five of these sites. The data

collected from the project has shed light on issues regarding sample bias and our

current understanding of land use.

7.2 Discussion

The Brabant Lake project was undertaken with three questions in mind:

1. Which archaeological cultures were in the area?

2. How were these cultures using the area?

3. How do archaeological theories and suppositions regarding site location and

landform use compare to the actual distribution of sites visible across the Brabant area?

These questions have been addressed, and will be summarized here.

7.2.1 Which archaeological cultures were in the area?

The Brabant Lake locale has been subjected to occupation as far back as 6,000

BP., and is still utilized today by the McKenzie family. No diagnostic evidence of
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Shield Archaic, McKean, Oxbow, Pelican Lake, Old Copper culture, or Blackduck was

found.

The excavations did reveal the presence of human occupation from the Post

Contact era, back to the Early Side-notched period (6,150 to 5,000 BP). Selkirk and

Laurel recoveries represent the Woodland influences in the area, while the recovery of

the basal portion of a single projectile point represents an Early Side-notched presence

from the Plains regions, and an Early Taltheilei point represents subarctic influences at

Brabant Lake. A deeply buried occupation was encountered at GIMw-10, about which

little is known.

7.2.2 How were thes~ cultures using the area?

Several different site-types were identified including five habitation sites, four

quarries, lookout sites, nine lithic reduction sites, four artifact scatters, six isolated

finds, and one campsite. A fur trade tripping site was identified via informant

information; however no artifacts or features were identified at the locale. Many of

these sites would have gone undiscovered, were it not for the exposed nature of the

area.

The research area has been used for a number of activities. Seasonal camping

is indicated by the presence of hearths and the distributions of artifact types in GIMw

3,4, 6, and 10. GIMw-5, and Area 3 at GIMw-2 were used to quarry quartz for the

production of stone tools. GIMw-2, while containing a number of hearths, lacks

pottery recoveries of any type from Area2. If this site were used as a habitation site it

is doubtful that it would have occurred during the Woodland period as pottery

recoveries are common from habitation areas in Woodland period sites. The added

presence of rocks such as galena and ochre, which both leave streaks when rubbed and
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could have been used as paintstones, hint that the site may have been used for

ceremonial purposes.

Thirteen of the sites are located along ridge tops or ridge slopes, and in some

cases are well removed from easy access to the lake. Recoveries from these sites were

restricted to isolated finds and small amounts of lithic debitage. A similar set of

circumstances was presented by Sheila Minni (1976:44). In her interpretations, Minni

concludes that these sites, being located on features affording excellent views of the

surrounding topography, were likely lookout sites. Game and other travellers on the

lake, or through the bush, would be detected from these promontories. Tool making or

retouching would probably have been a secondary activity, although one could argue

that the noise made during these activities may have kept prey species away.

Alternatively, they could be evidence of small scale resource procurement. An activity

such as stripping the bark from birch trees, or pine trees for cambium stripping, could

have required tool re-sharpening, thereby creating an archaeological site consisting of

only a few flakes, and perhaps a discarded tool.

The Post Contact era is represented in the study area by the presence of refuse

piles such as Area 4 at GIMw-2, the presence of trade beads at GIMw-3, metal pieces,

glass, and earthenware fragments from GIMw-4. GIMw-l0 also has Post Contact era

artifacts represented primarily from the northern portion of the site. The high

concentrations of castor elements from the site indicate that large numbers of beaver

were butchered at GIMw-l0 which may also indicate a Post Contact use of the site.

The land-use pattern that is illustrated with the Doerksen Bay sites is simmilar

to Helm's (1968) regional band. In this model familial groups split off from the larger

regional band to alleviate the resource stress of having a large group to feed, clothe and

shelter during months of scarcity. The sites along Doerksen Bay are indicative of fall
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or spring occupations. This is illustrated by the abundance of bird and fish bone

recovered from the hearth samples. The lack of large mammal recoveries also

strengthens this arguement as winter occupations would be indicated by subsistence on

moose, deer or caribou due to the lack of waterfowl, and the difficulty of procuring fish

during the winter from frozen lakes.

The data recovered from excavation and survey of the study area indicate that

this region was used as a series of seasonal camp sites, and associated ceremonial,

refuse, and possible lookout sites that were re-used over many years. If fur trade posts

were established near in-gathering sites, it seems likely that the original locale of the

regional band amalgamations associated with the Brabant sites may be close to the

Rapid River fur trade post. I draw an analogy between this site and the community of

Stanley Mission because of it's proximity to Stanley Mission, which is the community

to which many members of the McKenzie family go during holidays in recent years.

Being as Stanley Mission came into being from the CMS trying to convert the

Aboriginal population associated with the Rapid River post, the CMS effectively

mannaged to change the location of the in-gathering site over time.

This analogy satisfies Hole and Heizer's (1973: 312) guidelines for drawing

analogies in the short time gap between the occupations of the sites associated with the

RapidRiver post and the establishment of Stanley Mission. As we are talking about the

same group the people involved, through two different eras (Pre-Contact and Post

Contact) we can be reasonably sure both groups were from the same sociocultural level

with the same subsistence economy, and are reasonably close spacially to each other.
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7.2.3 How do archaeological theories and suppositions regarding site
location and landform use compare to the actual distribution of sites
visible across the Brabant area?

The cultural use of the area is exemplified in the presence of habitation sites,

quarry sites, lookout sites, and a short-term campsite. Many of these glimpses into the

prehistoric past would not have been possible had the survey strategy of the project

conformed to traditional practices of only examining only flat areas near the water's

edge. This is commented on in a proposal prepared regarding the Transmission Line

survey that impacted Doerksen Bay:
It is still true, as was stated in 1978 (Beak) that most of the north represents a
virtual void insofar as archaeological data is concerned. Most of the work has
been concentrated on the larger lakes and streams, where ste density and data
return is presumed to be high, and settlement patterns along smaller drainages
are poorly documented (Beak 1978). It follows that little is known of inland
site distribution patterns, site types and site characteristics...(Beak 1989:5.109).

The forest fires that affected the study area, while destructive of any potential

stratigraphy of the area, were beneficial in alleviating researcher sample bias from our

investigations.

7.3 Sampling Strategies

One thing the Doerksen Bay project illustrates is that current sampling

strategies are not adequate for finding sites. In my experience working as an

archaeological consultant on various field crews, current sampling strategies 'cherry-

pick' flat areas near constant or intermittent water sources (see also Woywitka 2002).

If we had limited our search to these areas of Doerksen Bay, only GIMw-2, 3, 4, 5, 10,

11, and possibly 6 would have been found. Add to this that only two site types would

have been represented and it is clear how much information current archaeological

testing is missing! This information is nothing new. As far back as the mid-seventies,

and probably earlier, archaeologists have acknowledged the sample bias to their
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research (Minni 1976:42). Although the bias was acknowledged, research efforts still

focussed on waterways and shorelines.

From a consulting point of view it may not be feasible, or worthwhile, to dig

several hundred test pits to recover a small lithic scatter containing 11 pieces of

debitage and a utilized flake. Consulting archaeology does have to remain competitive

and cost-effective, but it is important that people realize that their sampling methods

are incomplete, and that there are many sites being missed. Malasiuk (1999:31) writes:

"Unless surveyors are more open to the idea of finding sites in unexpected locations,

they will continue to find the sites which they expect to find, perpetuating the bias".

7.4 The Potential Use of Forest Fires in Archaeological Research:
Suggestions for Further Research

In the past, forest fires have been viewed as destructive forces. Recently this

view has changed and fires have become viewed as useful events in natural forest

renewal, and are seen as advantageous to the environment. The use of fire-burned

areas in boreal forest archaeological research has been made evident. Perhaps future

researchers will be able to take advantage of such areas, thereby allowing

archaeologists a fuller view of the prehistoric aboriginal landscape, and how it was

used.

7.5 Concluding Comments

The Doerksen Bay project is an important example for boreal forest

archaeologists. As Reid (1988) comments, there is a stigma in boreal forest

archaeology in that archaeologists erroneously believe that archaeological sites are

uncommon, and that they are very small and hard to find. This research proves that

sites are plentiful, and can be very large and productive. The 'hard to find' issue still
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needs to be addressed. Prior to the fires that impacted the research area, a thick layer

of moss more than 15cm thick covered everything (Johnston 1968:9). Certainly, this

makes finding sites extremely difficult. Many of the smaller sites would in all

likelihood never have been found under such circumstances.
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Appendix 1: .PlantResources Identified in the Immediate
Study Area.*

Common Latin Name Plant Part Effects
Name
Black Picea mariana Resin, Cones, Medicine - resin was used to treat snow-

Spruce Needles, Wood, blindness. Cones were boiled for a
Twigs, Leaves, mouthwash to treat toothache, sore throat,
Bark, Pitch infections, and to clear phlegm from the

throat. Powder from the needles was brushed
on cuts, blisters and burns. Rotted wood was
pounded into baby powder or deodorant.
Twigs and leaves were used for tea.
Tool- sometimes the bark was used for
canoes but it wasn't as good as birch bark.
The bark was used as a dye and as shingles
or flooring. Spruce pitch is a preservative for
babiche. Saplings were used to make snares.

White Picea glauca Pitch, Gum, Food - pitch was chewed as gum.
Spruce Inner Bark, Medicine - Pitch was used for infections,

IWood, Roots rashes, scabies, scabs, burned to treat colds,
inner bark treated arthritis, whitish gum for
cuts and burns, dried and powdered rotted
wood was used as a baby powder.
Tools - pitch was used to seal canoe seams,
roots were used to sew baskets and canoes,
wood was used for paddles, net floats, canoe
ribs, gunwales and snowshoe frames, bark
was used for flooring and roofing, cones
were used as a dye.

Jack Pine Pinaceae Cambium, Food. Cambium is eaten raw or cooked or
Needles pounded into flour. Needles are eaten raw or

cooked.
Tamarack Larix laricina Inner Bark, Medicine - inner bark was used as a poultice

!Needles, Gum, on burns, frostbite, deep cuts and boils, to
Bark, Roots, stop bleeding, treat earaches, hemorrhoids,
1W00d inflamed eyes, jaundice, colic, and

melancholy. Needles were dried and
powdered, and then inhaled to treat
bronchitis, colds and urinary tract problems.
Gum was chewed for a sore throat. Tea was
made from needles, bark and roots to treat
scurvy, arthritis, sore muscles, and diabetes.
Tool - rotted wood was used to smoke fish
and hides, wood was used to make
snowshoes, toboggans, drums and paddles

Balsam Populus balsamifera Cambium Food - cambium is eaten raw or cooked.
Poplar

Trembling Populus Cambium, Food - cambium is eaten both raw or cooked.
Aspen Leaves, Outer Medicine - leaves were applied to bee stings,

Bark outer bark treated venereal disease, inner
bark treated cuts.
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Common Latin Name Plant Part Effects
Name
White Betula papyrifera Bark, L~aves, Medicine - diarrhea, dysentery, cholera,
Birch Inner Bark, Sap, rheumatism, dropsy, gout, kidney and

Wood bladder stones, worms, eczema.
Food - inner bark is dried and ground into
flour, boiled, and eaten raw. Birch sap
makes syrup similar to Maple.
Tools - used to make bowls, baskets, bitings,
when rotten was used to smoke hides.

Fireweed Epilobium Stalk, Leaves Food - plant is boiled and eaten, or steeped
angustifolium for tea.

Speckled Alnus tenuifolia Wood, Cones Tool - wood was boiled and used as a red
Alder dye, the cones provided a yellow dye for

quills, baskets, and hides. It not only
coloured the hide, but also shortened the
required length of tanning time. Charcoal
from the burned wood was used with pitch to
seal seems in canoes and baskets. Boiling
the bark was good to soften wood for
toboggans

Green Alnus crispa Wood Tool- Fuel for smoking meat and hides,
Alder when boiled it makes a reddish-brown dye

for hides.
Dwarf Betula pumila tones Medicine - tea for menstrual cramps, burned
Birch on coals for nasal infections.
Sweet Myrica gale Buds, Bark Tool - used for dying porcupine quills,
Gale leather and wool.

Food - tea.
Choke Primus Virginiana Young, thin Medicine - cough, bronchitis, scrofula, heart
Cherry ~ark palpitation, hectic fever, sore stomach, root

was used for diarrhea.
Food - Only the berries were eaten (raw or
cooked) as the leaves and pits are poisonous
due to their high cyanide content.

Pin Cherry Prunus pensylvanica Berries Food - (eaten cooked), thirst quencher (when
eaten raw).

Prickly Rosa acicularis Young shoots, Food - Tea
Rose fruit, flowers, Medicine - wash for sore eyes, coughs, chest

leaves colds, irregular menstruation.
Raspberry Rubus idaeus !Leaves, Berries, Food - peeled sprouts and young twigs are

Sprouts, Twigs edible and palatable.
Medicine - diarrhea, dysentery, cankers,
urethral irritation, prevent miscarriage, ease
parturition, menstrual cramps.

Common Achillea millefolium flowers, Roots, Medicine - bee stings, heals cuts, relieves
Yarrow Stalk pain, prevents blood poisoning, mouth sores,

toothaches, used to stop bleeding.
Other - used to make trapping lures or lynx
bait.

Bastard Geocaulon lividum Berries, Nectar Food - emergency food-source. Nectar was
Toad Flax, eaten by children.
Northern
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Common Latin Name Plant Part Effects
Name
Dwarf Vaccinium mvrtilloides Berries, Stems Food - eaten raw, cooked, and dried.

0' -

Medicine - leafy stems were used in aBlueberry and Leaves
decoction to prevent miscarriage and
menstrual problems, to induce perspiration.
Tools - berries were used to dye porcupine
!Quills.

Common Typha latifolia [Entire Plant Food - eaten raw, baked, roasted and boiled.
Cattail The cores were dried then pounded into

flour. Young shoots were eaten raw. Flour
spikes were boiled and eaten. Pollen was
used like flour.
Tools - fluff was used as padding for diapers.
Medicine - fluff was used to make a poultice
for burns.

Fries' Potamogeton friesi Entire Plant Tool - was a good indicator that the area
Pondweed would have lots of fish.
Hornwort Ceratophyllum No Found References.

demersum)
Spiked Myriophyllum Entire Plant Food - eaten as a potherb
Water- spicatum
milfoil
Small Nuphar Roots, Seeds, Food - roots were roasted or boiled, then

Yellow Rhizome peeled and eaten, or used for tea. Used in
Pond Lily soups and stews or ground up for flour.

Seeds were eaten like a cereal, or popped like
popcorn.
Medicine - treated women post-partum, tonic
for the heart, poultice for infections, pain
reliever, boils, effects of stroke.

Willows Salix Inner Bark, Food - eaten in strips like spaghetti, pounded
Outer Bark, into flour, half digested willows were eaten
Root, Wood from the stomachs of deer.

Medicine - inner bark was used to treat
constipation and diarrhea. Root was used to
stop bleeding and promote healing. Bark
was used as a poultice for back pain.
Tools - rims for baskets, bows and arrows,
fish roasting sticks, bark was used for netting
and rope, whistles were made from branches.

Wild Rice Zizania ' Seeds Food - eaten in many forms.
* Adapted from Hutchens (1992), Angier (1980), Johnson et al. (1995) and Clavelie (1997).
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Appendix 2: Archaeological Sites Identified in the Survey Area.,
Site Site Type Landform Cultural Affiliations

GIMx-1 Pictograph Rock face unknown
(formerly
known as)
GIMw-1

GIMw-2 Habitation Terrace and ridge Historic, Clearwater Lake
GIMw-3 Habitation High Terrace Clearwater Lake, Historic
GIMw-4 Habitation Long, flat terrace Clearwater Lake
GIMw-5 Quarry Rocky ledge unknown
GIMw-6 Habitation Terraces Early Taltheilei, Clearwater Lake, Early

Side Notch
GIMw-7 Trading Post Island Historic
GIMw-8 Lithic Reduction Terrace, moderate Unknown
GIMw-9 Lithic Reduction Terrace, moderate Unknown

GIMw-lO Habitation Point, terrace, moderate Historic, Clearwater Lake, Early Side-
notch

GIMw-ll Multiple Feature, Terrace, High Clearwater Lake Punctate
Artifact Scatter

GIMw-12 Lithic Reduction Ridge, terrace, high Unknown
GIMw-13 Lithic Reduction Terrace, high Unknown
GIMw-14 Artifact Scatter Ridge, extremely high Unknown
GIMw-15 Isolated Find Ridge, extremely high Unknown
GIMw-16 Artifact scatter Shore, low Unknown
GIMw-17 Isolated Find Island/terrace, low Unknown
GIMw-18 Isolated Find Island/point, moderate Unknown
GIMw-19 Artifact Scatter Terrace, moderate Unknown, contemporary
GlMw-20 Quarry, Lithic Ridge crest, extremely Unknown

Reduction high (390m)
GIMw-21 Lithic Reduction Ridge edge, extremely Unknown

high (400m)
GIMw-22 Isolated Find Ridge crest, extremely Unknown

high (394m)
GIMw-23 Isolated Find Ridge side, extremely Unknown

high (398m)
GIMw-24 Lithic Reduction Ridge crest, extremely Unknown

high (394m)
GIMw-25 Lithic Reduction Ridge crest, extremely Unknown

high (396m)
GIMw-26 Quarry, Lithic Terrace, high (368m) Unknown

Reduction
GIMw-27 Habitation Island (364m) Unknown
GIMw-28 Isolated Find Ridge crest, extremely Un known

high (386m)
GIMw-29 Lithic Reduction Terrace crest, very high Unknown

(374m)
GIMw-30 Habitation Point, moderate (365m) Unknown
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GIMw-31 Quarry, lithic Hill crest, extremely Unknown
reduction high (456m)

GIMw-32 Lithic Reduction Ridge crest, very higH Unknown
(371m)

Data adapted from (Hanna 1998), (Hanna and Pentney 1999), (Hanna 2000)
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Appendix 3: List of Abbreviations for Appendicies 4 and 5

FI - fabric impressed

SM - smoothed

SE - slightlyexcurvate

EX - excurvate

PI - pinched

I - incised

CWT - cord-wrapped tool impressions

SQ - square

R - round

B - boss

Li - light

IM - impressed

MW - maximum width

WE - working edge

Mat - material

LWE - left working edge

RND - right notch depth

RNW - right notch width

BH - basal height

BT - basal thickness

IND - indeterminate
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ST - straight

SI - slightly incurvate

PD - paddled

T - T-shaped

INC - incurvate

MV - miniature vessel

EB - exterior bevel

C - curved

P - punctate

V - variable

DK - dark

MH - maxium height

MT - maximum thickness

W(g) - weight

CoF - completeness of form

RWE - right working edge

LND - left notch depth

LNW - left notch width

BW - basal width

ESN - early side notched

SRC - swan river chert
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Appendix 4: Vessel Attributes

Vessel Attributes Site Number
Site Number GIMw-2 GIMw-3 GIMw-3 GIMw-3 GIMw-3 GIMw-3 GIMw-3 GIMw-3 GIMw-3 ~IMw-3

Vessel No. 1 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Rim Thickness (mm) 6 nfa 7.3 7.8 6.6 n/a 4.8 5.2 9 11.7

Rim Height (mm) <30.9 nfa 22.2 16 17.8 n/a 10 8.6 15.4 n/a
Neck Thickness (mm) >6.4 6.4 8 8.3 to 9.3 7 >5.9 n/a n/a nfa n/a

Rim Profile ST ST ST ST ST nfa ST ST ST ST
Lip Profile ST SQ T ST ST n/a C R T T

Interior Surface Treatment SM nfa SM SM SM nfa SM SM SM SM
Exterior Surface Treatment FI FI FI FI FI FI SM SM FI FI

Temper G,m G,f G,l G,l G,l G,s G,f G,s G,s G,s
Construction Technique PO PO PO PO PO PO PI PI PO PO

Neck Shape INC INC SI SI SI INC ST n/a n/a n/a
Shoulder Shape angled n/a n/a R n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Inner Lip 1M n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Decoration - Outer Lip 1M n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a CWT n/a
Decoration - Inner Rim n/a B B nfa n/a n/a n/a B n/a B

Decoration - Outer Rim nfa P P n/a nfa n/a nfa P n/a P
Decoration - Outer Neck P n/a nfa P P P P n/a n/a n/a
Decoration - Inner Neck B n/a nfa B B B B nfa n/a n/a

Punctates, Diameter (mm) 3.3 n/a 4 4.9 5 3 3 1.9 n/a 3.1
Distance between punctates (mm) n/a nfa 6.1 6 to 8.9 4.1 6.4 6.1 7.9 n/a 6.1
Punctates, distance below lip (mm) n/a 18.4 17.2 18.1 16.9:: n/a 8 8.2 n/a 11.2

Colour - Exterior V Li Li V V Li Li Li Li Li
Colour - Interior V Li Li V V V Li Li Li Li

Notes: On Form MV MV
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Vessel Attributes Site Number
Site No. GIMw-3 GIMw-3 GIMw-4 GIMw-4 GIMw-4 GIMw-4 GIMw-4 GIMw-4 GIMw-4 GIMw-4 GIMw-6

Vessel No. 11 12 1 11 10 4 8 7 5 2 1

Rim Thickness (mm) 7.3 5.5 n/a 5.1 4.9 4.3 5.8 5.6 4.3 7.4 7.2

Rim Height (mm) 16.2 27.2 n/a 12.7 6 16.3 7 7.1 7.9 16.7 20

Neck Thickness (mm) 5 5.6 n/a n/a 4.2 5 6 6.3 4 8 7.8

Rim Profile EX ST n/a ST EX ST ST ST ST EX ST

Lip Profile EB C n/a ST ST T T T T T ST

Interior Surface Treatment SM SM n/a n/a SM SM SM SM SM SM SM

Exterior Surface Treatment PI PI n/a SM SM PI n/a Pl/SM PI PflSM PI

Temper G,f G,f n/a G,f G,f G,f G,m G,m G,m G,l G,l

Construction Technique PO PO coiled PI PI PO PO PO PD PO PD

Neck Shape INC INC n/a INC SI SI ST ST ST SI SI

Shoulder Shape R n/a n/a n/a angle n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Inner Lip n/a n/a n/a I n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Outer Lip n/a n/a n/a I n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Inner Rim n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a boss n/a n/a n/a B n/a

Decoration - Outer Rim n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a P n/a n/a n/a P n/a

Decoration - Outer Neck P n/a n/a n/a P n/a P n/a P n/a P

Decoration - Inner Neck B n/a n/a n/a B n/a n/a n/a B n/a n/a

Punctates, Diameter (mm) 5.6 n/a n/a n/a 2.3 2.6 3.3 n/a 2.3 2.1 6.1

Distance between punctates (mm) 22.2 n/a
n/a n/a 5 9 6.8 n/a 8 highly n/a

variable

Punctates, distance below lip (mm) 26.5 n/a n/a n/a 5.1 11.3 11.9 n/a 9.9 0.9 to 16.9 35

Colour - Exterior Li Li light light variable variable light variable variable variable dark

Colour - Interior Li Li light light variable variable light variable variable variable light

Notes:
Sprang Laurel MY MY residue on
Weave interior
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Vessel Attributes Site Number
Site No. GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO

Vessel No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Rim Thickness (mm) n/a n/a 5.3 10 n/a 4.9 5.5 n/a >3.2

Rim Height (mm) n/a n/a 28 nla nla 7.8 13.8 n/a 14.4

Neck Thickness (mm) n/a nla 4.4 n/a 3 7.2 3.9 n/a 6.3

Rim Profile n/a n/a ST ST ST EX SE nla ST

Lip Profile n/a n/a ST ST nla round ST n/a ST

Interior Surface Treatment n/a SM SM SM SM SM SM n/a SM

Exterior Surface Treatment n/a Fl Fl PI Fl FI FI nla FI

Temper n/a a,1 F,m a,m a,1 a,f a,m nla OJ
Construction Technique n/a PO PO PO PO PO PO nla PD

Neck Shape n/a n/a SI nla SI INC INC nla INC

Shoulder Shape n/a nla n/a nla n/a n/a n/a nla angled

Decoration - Inner Lip n/a n/a n/a nla n/a nla oval notch nla n/a

Decoration - Outer Lip n/a n/a n/a nla nla nla nla nla CI

Decoration - Inner Rim n/a nla B B B B n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Outer Rim n/a nla P P P P n/a nla n/a

Decoration - Outer Neck n/a n/a n/a nla I n/a P n/a P

Decoration - Inner Neck n/a n/a nla nla nla nla B nla B
Punctates, Diameter (mm) n/a nla 4.1 2.1 x 7.9 4.1 2.9 2.1 nla 4

Distance between punctates (mm) n/a n/a n/a 9.2 n/a variable 7 nla 4.5

Punctates, distance below lip (mm) n/a n/a 20 19.8 nla >8.5 18 nla 19

Colour - Exterior n/a V OK V Li Li Li nla Li

Colour - Interior n/a V Li V V Li Li n/a V

Notes:
Punctates are

oval
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Vessel Attributes Site Number
Site No. GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO GIMw-lO

Vessel No. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Rim Thickness (mm) n/a 5.9 3.6 2.3 3.5 n/a 6 5 4 6

Rim Height (mm) n/a 13.3 n/a 5 3 n/a 14.8 12.2 10.3 n/a

Neck Thickness (mm) n/a 6 n/a 2.6 5 n/a n/a 6.7 7.2 n/a

Rim Profile n/a ST ST ST ST ST ST ST ST SI
Lip Profile n/a C C C C T T ST ST ST

Interior Surface Treatment n/a SM SM SM SM n/a SM SM SM SM
Exterior Surface Treatment n/a SM SM SM SM SM SM FI FI SM

Temper n/a O,m O,f O,f O,f O,m G,I O,f O,m O,f
Construction Technique n/a coiled coiled PI PI PD n/a PD PD n/a

Neck Shape n/a INC n/a ST ST n/a INC SI SI n/a

Shoulder Shape n/a n/a n/a ST ST n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Inner Lip n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Outer Lip n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a I n/a n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Inner Rim n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a B n/a n/a n/a

Decoration - Outer Rim n/a n/a n/a n/a I n/a P n/a n/a P
Decoration - Outer Neck n/a n/a n/a n/a I n/a n/a P P n/a

Decoration - Inner Neck n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a B B n/a

Punctates, Diameter (mm) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 2.1 3.6 4.1 1.9
Distance between punctates (mm) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 4.5 7.3 13.6 n/a

Punctates, distance below lip (inm) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 10.2 13.9 13.9 15.6
Colour - Exterior n/a V V V Li Li Li DK DK DK
Colour - Interior n/a V V V LI n/a Li DK DK DK

Notes: laurel laurel pipe bowl pipe bowl



Appendix 5: Unifacial Tools Metric Attributes

Artifact
Metric AttributesNumber

Site/Artifact MH MW MT WE W Material Completeness of Form
Number (2)

Endscrapers
GIMw6-161 15.1 19.9 3.2 17.3 1.3 src proximal is missing

GIMw6-159 19.8 18.9 8.4 18.2 3.9 quartz proximal is missing
GIMw6-16 22.9 21.9 5.2 22 srw complete
GIMw6-163 14.1 20.6 7 J6.9 3 quartz proximal is missing

GIMw6-J60 5.8 16.1 1.4 14.3 0.3 src only distal edge is present
GIMw6-166 31.5 21 8.8 14.4 8.1 quartz complete
GIMw6-49 24.6 29.7 7 28.9 4.9 quartz proximal is missing

GIMw6-121 38.8 49.4 10.1 45 14.2 quartz complete
GIMw6-17 19.4 20.1 4.2 20.1 1.8 chert complete
GIMw6-69 8.8 8.4 3.9 17.9 1 quartz only distal edge is present

GIMw6-108 11.1 24.2 9.7 24.2 1.9 quartz only distal edge is present
GIMw6-18a 16.7 21.9 5 21.9 quartz proximal is missing
GIMwl0-1 28.5 21 9 19 quartz complete

GIMwl0-16 17.1 27.9 7 21.3 quartz complete
GIMw10-19 22.9 18.8 8 15.6 quartz proximal missing
GIMwJO-23 17.2 19.1 3.5 16 chert complete
GIMw10-49 19.4 18.7 4.6 18.1 1 quartz left lateral missing
GIMwl0-65 15.8 22 9.5 18.7 3.5 quartz proximal missing

GIMwl0- 163 34.5 30 11.3 20.1 15.2 quartz complete
GIMw 10-822 14.2 14.4 4.5 ]4.2 1 quartz proximal missing

GIMwl0-1193 33.4 28.2 13.9 30.3 16.9 quartz right lateral and proximal missing
GIMwl0-1358 17.5 29.2 11.2 26 7.8 quartz proximal missing
GIMw10-1317 30.3 30.6 13.2 16.6 14.2 quartz complete
GIMwl0-1383 20.3 21 10 20.5 4.8 quartz proximal missing
GIMwl0-1386 23 23.8 5.5 19.9 4.9 quartz proximal missing
GIMwl0-]368 29.9 50 22.2 45.1 41.1 quartz proximal missing and refits to

GIMwl0-1384
GIMwl0-1618 35.5 36 17.5 34.6 25.3 quartz proximal missing
GIMw10-1382 20.4 19.9 4.3 18.4 2.1 quartz complete
GIMw10-1370 37.2 28.1 ]5.8 29 17.3 quartz lateral edges missing
GIMw10-1472 23.4 26.9 6 26.4 quartz complete

GIMw2-18 18.7 17.8 6.9 16.2 3.4 quartz left lateral edge missing
GIMw2-21 30.3 19.5 11 19.4 8.8 quartz complete
GIMw2-36 23 19.3 4.6 ILl 2.5 quartz complete
GIMw2-50 26.8 17 4.4 12.9 2.6 quartz complete
GIMw2-69 28.4 18 10. I 17.9 8.2 quartz complete
GIMw2-68 51.3 29 16.2 21.9 31.1 quartz complete
GIMw2-67 28 2004 12.3 12.9 7.1 quartz left lateral edge missing
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Artifact
Metric AttributesNumber

Site/Artifact MH MW MT WE W Material Completeness of Form
Number (g)

GlMw2-66 26 19.9 6.4 20 5.5 quartz right lateral edge missing
GlMw2-77 23 15.3 8.7 13.9 3.6 quartz right lateral edge missing

GlMw2-148 15.1 12 3.1 11.4 1.1 quartz both lateral edges missing
GlMw2-156 29.1 24.3 9.1 21.1 7 quartz right proximal corner missing
GIMw2-208 29 21. I 10 9.2 5.9 quartz complete
GIMw2-218 15 15 4.7 13.2 1.2 quartz complete

GIMw2-224A 16.1 15.8 5.7 15 quartz complete
GIMw2-224B 22.3 21.4 7 17.5 quartz proximal missing
GIMw2-228 18 18.7 17.8 15 3.9 quartz complete
GlMw2-280 36.2 31.6 11.8 28.9 13.2 quartz both lateral edges missing
GlMw2-297 27.5 19.4 11.2 13.6 3.8 quartz proximal missing
GlMw2-303 26 20.6 8.2 17.1 6 quartz complete
GIMw2-330 15.6 13 4 12.5 1.4 jasper left lateral edge missing
GlMw2-331 30.3 18.9 8.8 17 8 quartz left lateral edge missing
GIMw2-356 27 10 3.9 27.2 1.6 chert only working edge present
GIMw2-357 41.2 28.7 10.9 22.8 15.2 quartz left lateral edge missing
GlMw2-465 13.9 14.9 4 14.2 quartz both lateral edges missing
GlMw2-59 17.6 23 5 22.4 2.3 quartz proximal missing
GlMw2-89 26.5 20.4 8.6 18.3 6.1 quartz complete

GIMw2-25I 45.5 40.8 10.2 33 20.1 quartz both lateral edges missing
GlMw2-399 39.2 22.3 110.5 19 12 quartz proximal missing
GlMw2-187 16.8 25 I 9.9 21.1 5.4 quartz proximal missing
GlMw2-52 52.4 22.9 11 ]8.9 16.9 quartz complete

GIMw3-240 22 22.1 14.5 21 quartz proximal missing
GlMw3-372 12.9 15 4.4 15 gronlid proximal missing

siltstone
GlMw4-470 22.9 25 9.5 24 9.7 quartz complete
GlMw4-517 29 19.8 9.5 15 9.2 quartz proximal tip missing
GIMw4-486 26.7 17.8 ]8 13.8 6.5 quartz complete
GlMw4-512 26.] 20.] 9 14.2 8.6 quartz complete
GIMw4-460 35 22.9 ]1.3 2] 15.1 quartz complete

I GlMw4-442 20.3 ]5 8.4 14.5 6 quartz left lateral edge missing
GIMw4-440 15.9 18.7 5.7 14.8 4.7 quartz proximal missing
GlMw4-388 32 21.8 16.5 15 15 quartz complete
GlMw4-295 9.9 21.2 6.7 20.6 quartz only distal tip present
GlMw4-279 30.5 24.6 7.2 23 quartz complete
GlMw4-257 35 26.2 10.5 22.8 quartz left lateral edge missing
GlMw4-180 ]8.8 ]9.5 18 17.2 quartz proximal missing
GlMw4-161 18.8 23.6 5.1 20 quartz proximal missing
GlMw4-146 28 24.2 9.9 21.1 quartz left lateral edge missing
GIMw4-145 16 21.9 9.5 20 quartz proximal missing
GIMw5-13 41.3 21.6 5.7 20.8 6.2 quartz lateral edges missing

I GIMw5-24 21 I 16.7 5 15.8 quartz complete
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Artifact
Metric AttributesNumber

Site/Artifact MH MW MT WE W Material Completeness of Form
Number (g)

GIMw5-23 18 11 3.4 10.9 quartz lateral edges missing

GIMw5-2 30.6 17.3 8.4 16.4 4.6 quartz right lateral edge missing
GlMw5-22 29.2 21.1 6.4 21.6 5 quartz right lateral edge missing
GIMw8-2 27 20 17.8 18.1 quartz right and left proximal are missing
GIMwI2-2 20.7 19.5 9 21 quartz complete
GIMw13-1 17.6 18.7 6.7 17.6 quartz proximal missing
GlMw20-2 10.8 23.2 8 22.9 quartz only distal tip present
GlMw32-3 43 37.6 8 27 quartz right lateral missing
GIMw32-2 27 12.7 9.2 12.1 quartz complete
GlMw32-1 21 29.9 5 18.6 chert distal is missing

Sidescrapers
GIMw6-l26 18 24.4 6.5 12.9 3.3 quartz proximal is missing
GlMw6-99 23.4 34.1 7.2 left 21 7.1 quartz

prox and dist are missing
ri~ht 22.3

GIMw6-80 13.3 11 3.5 7.8 0.6 quartz fragment
GIMw6-l85 28.1 22.6 6 28.1 5.3 src fragment
GIMw6-91 17.4 13 5.5 17.4 1.5 quartz fragment
GIMw6-87 10 14.9 2.7 8.3 0.4 quartz fragment
GlMwl0-5 40.4 27.7 11.2 left 27.1 quartz complete
GIMwl0~469 19.5 16.9 5.8 right 16.5 3 quartz proximal and distal missing

GIMw10-1431 26.8 30.5 9 left 26.3 10.5 quartz only working edge present
GIMwlO-1475 18.5 14.8 8.4 left 16.9 2.6 quartz proximal and distal missing
GlMw 10-1501 56.1 53 14.4 left 57.2 53.7 quartz right and proximal missing

GIMw2-29 30.7 25 10.4 left 30 12.3 quartz proximal is missing
GIMw2-35 20.1 17.9 5.4 left18.8 3 quartz complete

right 20.1

GIMw2-l50 23 22.8 8.3 left 21.5 5.3 quartz right lateral edge missing
GIMw2-16 45.9 25.1 9.9 left 22.4 quartz complete
GIMw2-49 38.4 22.9 7.1 right 33.4 8.1 quartz bi-polar
GlMw2-62 1'6.6 16.5 6.7 left 15.8 2.7 quartz complete

right 16

GlMw2-170 31.8 21 6.5 left 22.5 6.9 quartz right edge and distal are missing
GIMw4-441 37.1 16.8 5.9 right 33.4 7.3 quartz left lateral edge is missing
GIMw3-239 19 17.9 4 left 17.9 quartz right prox edge is missing

End/Side
Scrapers
GIMw6-18b 30.9 22.8 9.1 entire quartz left distal portion missing

surface
GlMw6-l50 18.6 16.4 5.9 left 12.3 2.8 quartz complete

right
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Artifact
Metric AttributesNumber

Site/Artifact MH MW MT WE W Material Completeness of Form
Number (2)

17.7
G1Mw6-152 53.7 46.1 6 left 12.2 rhyolite

proximal complete, 2 pieces
23.9

left distal
35.6
right
distal
]4.6

GlMw6-70 29.5 ]5 8.1 left 21.8 4.4 quartz complete
right 26.9

G1Mw6-]42 28.1 ]9.2 5.3 right 21.0 3.2 chert prox is missing
left 25.4

G1MwlO-]513 26 22 8.6 left 16 6.4 quartz prox is missing
G1Mw2-]55 22.2 2] ]0 left ]0.9 5.8 ] complete

distal
19.3

right 13.5

G1Mw2-l65 24 24.2 9.8 left 17.9 5.8 quartz prox missing
distal
]2.3

GIMw2-121 19.9 17.6 I 8.9 right25.6 5.9 quartz complete
distal
12.5

GIMw2-162 51.2 38.9 16 right 32.6 31.1 quartz complete
distal
23.6

GIMw4-IOO 22.2 12.4 7 right 19.2 quartz left edge is missing

distal 8

GIMw4-203 30 17.4 7.3 left 21.9 quartz complete

right 19.6

distal
I 15.1

GIMw4-466 I 15.6 14.7 6.9 left 8 5 quartz complete
I distal 11

GIMw4-439 28.1 22 10 left 20.9 11.2 jasper complete
distal
19.7

Unifacial Tools
GIMw6-71 26.9 20.8 18.3 left 21.9 5.7 quartz complete

right 7.8

GIMw6-98 50.8 27.2 12.2 31.3 11.4 quartz complete
GIMw6-23 19.7 17 6.6 right 9.9 chert burinated flake

left 18.0
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Artifact
Metric Attributes

Number

Site!Artifact MH MW MT WE W Material Completeness of Form
Number (~)

GIMw6-8 33.7 18.6 8.4 19 chert burinated flake

Multi-Use Tools
GIMwl0-1519 35.1 25.5 11.6 left 19.8 12.7 quartz utilized flake (r), sedescraper (I)

right J1.6

GIMwJO-1499 50.2 29.5 10.3 left 31.4 20.1 quartz endscraper, retouched flake
distal
19.6

GIMw-l0-1459 63.6 26 6.5 left 45.3 14.3 quartz sidescraper(r), utilized flake (I)

right 50.5

GIMw2-303 26 19.7 6.5 left 23.4 5 quartz endscraper, utilized flake, concave
scraper

right 19.7

distal
18.5

GIMw2-217 15 18.8 6 left 11.7 2.5 quartz endscraper, utilized flake
distal
14.3

GlMw2-261 55 48.8 IS left 34.9 47.8 quartz retouched flake, endscraper
right 21.3

distal
13.8

Retouched
Flakes

GIMw20-1 33.5 25.5 8 left 19.4 quartz right missing
GIMw23-1 40.1 34.6 8 left 18.6 quartz prox and dist missing

right 35

GIMw6-1 59.1 31.7 . 15 55.9 27.2 quartz left prox edge is missing
GIMw6-34 51.7 29.1 16.4 27.4 24.6 quartz right prox edge is missing
GIMw6-93 27.8 21.3 7.8 17.2 3.5 quartz ventral surface is spalled
GIMw6-19 19.3 18.8 4.8 20.9 3.3 quartz left edge is missing

GlMw6-171 69.6 46 14.1 43.4 66.6 quartz complete
GIMwl0-1414 25.5 33.6 8 19.2 9.3 quartz prox and dist are missing
GIMw10-1610 15 20 3.9 8.2 1.8 quartz prox is missing

GIMw2-44 27.1 32 10.1 left 18.9 8.6 quartz prox missing
GIMw2-173 28.2 34.9 11.4 right 27.2 13.8 quartz midsection only
GIMw2-174 26 13.9 11 left 20.1 2.3 quartz prox missing
GIMw2-339 24.6 25 8.3 right 20 6.8 quartz prox missing
GIMw2-397 64.9 39 12.6 right 39.5 quartz complete
GIMw2-412 42 57 16.6 left 22.7 32 quartz prox missing

12.6 right 25.9
GIMw2-415 50 25.9 8.9 right 39.5 14.4 quartz left lateral edge missing
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Metric Attributes

Number

Site/Artifact MH MW MT WE W Material Completeness of Form
Number (2)

GIMw3-257 50.6 36 8.8 left 29.5 quartz complete

right 31.6
GIMw3-259 41.2 26.3 7.4 distal quartz lateral edges missing

24.1
GIMw3-262 81.2 51.3 26.9 right 51 quartz complete

GIMw5-8 23.7 37.5 10.6 distal 11.7 quartz prox missing
36.3

GIMw4-451 52 32.9 16.9 left 50.7 32.9 quartz right missing
GIMwll-2 24.5 17.5 5.3 left 21.9 quartz complete

Utilized Flakes
GIMw6-120 28 11.9 10.6 22.3 2.8 quartz complete
GIMw6-164 39.9 34.4 8.2 21.2 12.6 quartz complete
GIMw6-39 28.1 19.4 4.3 14 1.4 chert complete
GIMw6-106 35.7 19.9 5.1 21 3.1 quartz complete
GIMw6-181 39 44.1 3.8 27.2 6.4 slate complete
GIMw6-130 20.3 12.2 5.1 9 1.2 quartz distal is missing
GIMw6-110 23.8 18 4.9 11.5 2.1 quartz complete
GIMw6-77 29.6 26.3 7.8 14.2 5.8 quartz complete
GIMw6-79 18.7 14.2 5.7 8.3 1.9 quartz complete
GIMw6-88 15 12 2.9 11.1 0.6 quartz complete

GIMw6-119 25.1 34 4.9 17 2.8 quartz complete
GIMw6-113 48 30.4 12.9 20.2 16.8 quartz complete
GIMw6-111 73.6 37.6 22.5 20 44.4 quartz complete
GIMwl0-48 26.9 17.1 11.4 12.6 5.1 quartz right lateral and prox missing

GIMwl0-168 27.5 18.1 11.2 20 5.1 quartz right distal and prox missing
GIMw-l0-307 24.1 17.3 4.8 10.9 2.4 banded right and left proximal are missing

chert
GIMwl0-495 13.6 21.8 6.1 7.6 3.3 quartz prox and dist missing

GIMw10-1254 40.2 39.9 17.1 25 36 quartz left lat and prox missing
GIMwl0-1415 27.3 9 5.1 17 1.5 quartz right lateral missing

I GIMwl0-1480 17 17.3 3.2 13 8.9 chert distal is missing
GIMwlO-1606 42 41 17 22 25 quartz distal is missing

GIMw2-28 29.5 28.4 5 right 12.7 5.4 quartz distal is missing
GIMw2-43 44 19.2 8.5 left 24.3 6.9 quartz complete
GIMw2-127 16.7 11.5 3.9 right 10 0.8 quartz complete
GIMw2-411 25.1 20.4 7 left 14.8 3 quartz right and proximal missing

distal 19

GIMw2-325 29.9 27.4 8.8 right 27.1 6.3 chert Only left edge present
GIMw2-128 25.1 19.6 3.3 right 22.4 2.5 quartz complete
GIMw3-256 24 13.5 4 right 17.2 SRC complete

GIMw3-261 23.5 16.6 4.9 left 18.7 chert right and proximal missing

GIMw3-3 33.6 16.7 2.6 left 25.3 chert proximal missing
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Number

Site/Artifact MH MW MT WE W Material Completeness of Form
Number (g)

right 23.2

G/Mw5~14 32.2 26.1 11 distal 8.2 quartz
lateral edges missing

19.5
GIMw4-55 25 18.8 5.4 distal 8.2 quartz complete
GIMw4-443 48.7 34.1 17.3 left 35 30.1 quartz right missing
GIMw4-478 27.4 15 4.9 left 17.9 7.3 quartz right missing

dista/7.5
GIMw32~4 36.1 17.6 3 right 29 rhyolite left edge missing
GIMwI6-I 49.4 42 11 left 41.1 quartz prox missing
GIMwI2-1 79.8 23.9 8 left 78.6 src complete

right 79.5
GIMw12~3 31.3 36.2 7.1 left 12.5 rhyolite distal is missing

right 28

Concave
Scrapers
GIMw6-101 47.8 32 12.7 21.5 12.5 quartz complete
GIMw6-97 22.5 17.8 5.6 15.4 3 quartz complete

GIMw6-109 42.4 18.8 ]0.2 23.4 7.4 quartz complete
GIMw4-34 42 37.8 10 15.2 quartz complete

Chitho
GIMw10~227 106.5 66 14.1 70 144.4 quartz

GIMwIO-3 116.4 86 18.1 66 quartz

Battered Cobble
Tools j

GIMwl0-1616 48.3 43.7 22 41.8 64.3 quartz complete
GIMwIO-1397 60.5 49.8 27.2 41.6 120.2 quartz prox missing
GIMwlO-1464 30.8 35.5 ]3 25 21.4 quartz prox missing
GIMwl0-1615 47.3 37.2 19 29.1 33.8 quartz prox missing

GIMwZ-311 66.92 42 27.7 22 104 quartz complete
GIMw4-228 79.1 51.3 34.9 proximal quartz complete

27.5
distal
32.3

Gravers
GIMwl0-424 24 15.9 3.2 9 1.9 quartz complete

GIMwlO-1585 22.3 23.2 7 4.6 4.7 quartz prox and right lateral missing
GIMwl0-1385 24.1 19.4 6 5.1 2.8 quartz complete
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Appendix 6: Projectile Point Metric Attributes

Metric
Artifact NumberAttributes

GIMw6-149 GIMw6-180 GIMw6-153 GIMwl1-4 GIMwlO-6

MH 8.7 29.6 76.7 31.6 29.6
MW n/a 18.4 25 28.8 20.5

MT n/a 6.3 7.9 7.9 6
W(g) 0.9 4 -
LWE n/a 22.9 n1a 22

RWE n/a 23 n/a 19.8

Haft Side Notched Side Notch Stemmed Side notched

RND n/a 1.9 3.4 2.1

LND 2.3 3.1 0.8

RNW 3 8 4

LNW n/a 3 7.5 5.7

BH 5.4 4.9 20.2 7.2 5
BW 22.8 ]5.2 ]8.3 24.8 20
BT 4.6 4.4 4.1 5.9

Mat chert quartz rhyolite quartz quartz
CoF base only complete complete proximal is missing tip is missing
Type ESN ESN Taltheilei IND possibly ESN
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Appendix 7: Biface Metric Attributes

Artifact
Metric AttributesNumber

MH MW MT W(g) LWE RWE DWE Mat COF Tool Type

GIMwlO-1505 20.4 32.8 10.3 6.1 20.6 quartz fragment biface

GIMwlO-466 19.4 17.9 9 3.3 19.4 quartz fragment biface

GIMwlO-137 72.1 41 17 55.7 6.5 quartz complete biface

GIMwlO-1447 25.2 27.1 12 9.3 28 22.1 quartz fragment biface

GIMwlO-648 56.8 18.6 7 9.3 55 46.8 src complete biface

GIMw6-4 82.4 30 13.3 82.4 quartz complete semi-lunate
knife

GIMw6-156 37.1 42.3 9.7 15.7 27.9 40.8 quartz complete biface

GIMw6-165 47.4 26.9 9.3 14.3 38.8 26.4 quartz complete biface

GIMw6-179 30.1 17.2 8.4 4.4 30.3 20.9 quartz fragment biface

GIMw6-84 21.9 14.3 1 21 17 quartz fragment biface

GIMw6-157 10.9 9.5 2.7 0.5 8.6 13.2 rhyolite fragment biface

GIMw2-70 12.4 21.3 11.2 2.6 8.9 11.8 quartz fragment preform

GIMw2-149 17.3 15.5 5 2 16.1 14.4 quartz fragment biface

GIMw2-151 86.2 40 15.9 56.8 64 quartz complete biface

GIMw3-77 56.2 37.9 7.1 30.6 quartz fragment biface

GIMw3-334 19 14.8 3.6 src fragment biface

GIMw3-315 28.7 20 5 src fragment biface

GIMw5-17 22 16 3 2 quartz fragment biface

GIMw5-21 28.6 21.9 7 5.4 quartz fragment biface

GIMw5-26 25 20.4 6.4 4.4 quartz fragment biface

GIMw5-30 55.4 50.3 17.2 50.5 43.9 quartz fragment biface

GIMw4-276 74.2 52 IS 60.5 54.9 quartz fragment biface

GIMw4-477 37.7 15 5 7.2 32.8 chert fragment biface

GIMw4-437 27.2 19.1 5.1 6.9 16.9 16 14.4 quartz fragment biface

GIMw4-438 28.8 15.4 6 6 23.1 22 chert fragment biface

GIMw4-67 15.4 19 3.9 14.9 10 18 quartz fragment biface

GIMw32-6 29.] 29.3 4.8 27 26.] quartz complete biface

GIMw30-1 78.7 53.5 ]9.8 64.2 77 quartz fragment biface

GIMw22-1 42.5 20 6.2 23 quartz fragment biface
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Appendix 8:Vessel Profiles

GIMw-2, Vessel I GIMw-3, Vessel I GIMw-3, Vessel 2
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interior exterior interior

exterior
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""00'einterior
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GIMw-3. Vessel II GIMw-3, Vessel 12 GIMw-4. Vessel 2 GIMw-4, Vessel 3
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GIMw-6, Vessel I
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exterior
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